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Abstract

Long term supporting schemes for photovoltaic (PV) system installation have led
to accommodating large numbers of PV systems within load pockets in distribution
grids. High penetrations of PV systems can cause new technical challenges, such as
voltage rise due to reverse power flow during light load and high PV generation condi-
tions. Therefore, new strategies are required to address the associated challenges.

Moreover, due to these changes in distribution grids, a different response behavior
of the distribution grid on the transmission side can be expected. Hence, a new equiv-
alent model of distribution grids with high penetration of PV systems is needed to be
addressed for future power system studies.

The thesis contributions lie in three parts. The first part ofthe thesis copes with
the PV modelling. A non-proprietary PV model of a three-phase, single stage PV
system is developed in PSCAD/EMTDC and PowerFactory. Threedifferent reactive
power regulation strategies are incorporated into the models and their behavior are
investigated in both simulation platforms using a distribution system with PV systems.

In the second part of the thesis, the voltage rise problem is remedied by use of
reactive power. On the other hand, considering large numbers of PV systems in grids,
unnecessary reactive power consumption by PV systems first increases total line losses,
and second it may also jeopardize the stability of the network in the case of contin-
gencies in conventional power plants, which supply reactive power. Thus, this thesis
investigates and develops the novel schemes to reduce reactive power flows while still
keeping voltage within designated limits via three different approaches:

1. decentralized voltage control to the pre-defined set-points

2. developing a coordinated active power dependent (APD) voltage regulation Q(P)
using local signals

3. developing a multi-objective coordinated droop-based voltage (DBV) regulation
Q(V) using local signals

In the third part of the thesis, furthermore, a gray-box loadmodeling is used to
develop a new static equivalent model of a complex distribution grid with large num-
bers of PV systems embedded with voltage support schemes. Inthe proposed model,
variations of voltage at the connection point simulate variations of the model’s active
and reactive power. This model can simply be integrated intoload-flow programs and
replace the complex distribution grid, while still keepingthe overall accuracy high.

The thesis results, in conclusion, demonstrate: i) using rms-based simulations in
PowerFactory can provide us with quite similar results using the time domain instan-
taneous values in PSCAD platform; ii) decentralized voltage control to specific set-
points through the PV systems in the distribution grid is fundamentally impossible due
to the high level voltage control interaction and directionality among the PV systems;
iii) the proposed APD method can regulate the voltage under the steady-state voltage
limit and consume less total reactive power in contrast to the standard characteristic
Cosφ(P) proposed by German Grid Codes; iv) the proposed optimized DBV method
can directly address voltage and successfully regulate it to the upper steady-state volt-
age limit by causing minimum reactive power consumption as well as line losses; v) it
is beneficial to address PV systems as a separate entity in theequivalencing of distri-
bution grids with high density of PV systems.



Sammanfattning

Genom att man under lång tid har givit ekonomiska incitamenttill system med
solceller (PV), så har mängden solcellssystem ökat kraftigt i en del distributionsnät.
Större mängder solcellsanläggningar kan orsaka nya tekniska utmaningar, såsom spän-
ningsökning. Därför behövs nya strategier till att möta dessa utmaningar.

På grund av dessa förändringar i distributionsnäten, kan man förvänta sig en annan
respons från distributionsnäten vid spänningsändringar på transmissionssidan. Därför
behövs även en ny modellering av distributionsnät vid hög andel solcellssystem för att
kunna genomföra analyser av framtida kraftsystem.

Avhandlingen bidrag ligger inom tre områden. Den första delen av avhandling-
en avser PV-modellering. En generisk PV-modell av ett trefas, enstegs solcellssystem
har utvecklats i PSCAD/EMTDC och PowerFactory. Tre olika strategier för reaktiv
effektreglering har integrerats i modellerna och deras beteende har undersökts i båda
simulerings-plattformarna för distributionssystem med stor andel solcellssystem.

I den andra delen av avhandlingen åtgärdas höga spänningar med hjälp av reaktiv
effekt. Men man måste även beakta att med många solcellssystem i distributionsnät,
kan onödig reaktiv effektförbrukning i solcellssystem fördet första öka de totala led-
ningsförlusterna, och för det andra även äventyra stabiliteten i nätet när det gäller oför-
utsedda bortfall i konventionella kraftverk, vilka utnyttjas för försörjning av reaktiv
effekt. Således undersöker denna avhandling, samt utvecklar nya systemen för, minsk-
ning av reaktiva effektflöden samtidigt som man fortfarandeska hålla spänningen inom
angivna gränser. Detta studeras med tre olika metoder:

1. decentraliserad spänningsstyrning till fördefinieradebörvärden

2. utveckling av en samordnad aktiv effektbaserad (APD) spänningsreglering Q (P)
med hjälp av lokala signaler

3. utveckling av en multi-objective spänningsbaserad (DBV) reaktiv effektreglering
Q (V) med hjälp av lokala signaler

I den tredje delen av avhandlingen används en gray-box-modellering till att ut-
veckla en ny statisk ekvivalent av ett komplext distributionsnät med många solcells-
system med integrerad spänningsreglering. I den föreslagna modellen varieras spän-
ningen vid anslutningspunkten för att den erhållna ekvivalenten ska ge bra resultat vid
olika situationer gällande aktiv och reaktiv effekt. Dennamodell kan enkelt integreras
i belastningsfördelnings-program och därmed ersätta det komplexa distributionsnätet,
men ändå behålla en hög noggrannheten.

Avhandlingen visar att: i) RMS-baserade simuleringar i PowerFactory kan ge lik-
nande resultat som simuleringar med momentan-värden i PSCAD-plattformen; ii) de-
centraliserad spänningskontroll till specifika börvärdengenom solcellssystem i distri-
butionsnät är i grunden omöjligt på grund av den höga interaktionen mellan spän-
ningsregleringen i de olika PV-system; iii) den föreslagnaAPD-metoden kan reglera
spänningen under en statisk spännings-gräns och förbrukarmindre total reaktiv effekt
till skillnad mot den vanliga karakteristiskaCosφ(P) som ingår i German Grid Co-
des; iv) den föreslagna optimerade DBV-metoden kan direkt åtgärda spänningen och
reglera den till den övre statiska spänningsgränsen till ett minimum av reaktiv effekt-
förbrukning och ledningsförluster; v) det är fördelaktigtatt beakta solcellssystem som
en separat enhet när man gör ekvivalenter av distributionsnät med hög koncentration
av solcellssystem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the background of the photovoltaicsystems integration into grids,
presents the associated challenges with high PV penetration, discusses the necessity of
the presented research in thesis, defines objectives and scope, demonstrates the scientific
contributions and publications, and finally provides the general outline of the thesis.

1.1 Background

Steadily diminishing fossil fuel resources in Europe, on the one hand, and long term plan-
ning for decreasing green house gas emissions, on the other hand, have promoted use of
renewable energy resources in the European Union’s policies. For instance, the European
Directive 2009/28/ EC obliges the state members to the predefined renewable energy tar-
gets by 2020 [1,2]. Deploying renewable energy resources not only environmentally helps
the CO2 balance but also positively affects the trade deficitof the EU due to energy im-
ports. There is currently a hot discussion regarding the renewable energy targets for 2030
and it is expected to roughly have 70% new installed renewable power capacity out of the
total new installed power capacity between 2013 and 2030 [1].

Photovoltaic systems are a key option among the available renewable energy sources.
The abundant availability of the sun power in each country provides a better ground for
deployment of PV systems as a potential energy resource. Moreover, distributed PV sys-
tems, in contrast to the other renewable energy sources suchas wind power generators, are
more easily integrated into the distribution grids at any point, for instance by installing at
rooftops of buildings. Furthermore, the ever-decreasing cost of PV systems installations
along with encouraging feed-in tariffs have even more put PVsystems in the limelight.
The focus on more integration of PV systems along with a maturity in their technology
and market have led to a huge drop in PV systems electricity cost in recent years, roughly
60% from 2008 to the second quarter of 2013 [1]. It is worth mentioning that during the
same period, the module prices, which used to be the dominantfactor in the total PV cost,
have dropped even more, around 80%, and now represents less than 40% of the total cost
of a PV system [1]. Consequently, the PV-generated electricity price in some residential

1
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Figure 1.1: Installed PV capacity by the end of 2012 in the Europe states (in MWp) [2].

regions is already cheaper than the retail price. Therefore, the grid parity, defined as the
moment when the cost of electricity generated by PV is competitive with the retail price,
is already met [1, 3–6]. The falling cost of PV systems and theassociated residential grid
parity will steadily open new markets for PV systems.

PV industry has been one of the fastest growing industry based on the compound an-
nual growth rate of PV systems, which has been around 55% overthe last decade [1].
Fig. 1.1 depicts the evolution of cumulative PV electricitygeneration capacity in the Eu-
ropean states by the end of 2012 in which about 70 GWp1 was installed and contributed
to the 2.5% of the final consumption [2]. The cumulative PV generation capacity has in-
creased 373 times from 185 MWp in 2000 to roughly 70 GWp in 2012shown in Fig. 1.1.
Installed PV generation capacity in 2012 scored the first rank among all other installed
power generation units, 51.7% of the net new power capacity.Fig. 1.2 shows the global
market share of the cumulative installed PV capacity; Germany and Italy scored the first
place and the second place in the global market share [7]. Though Europe has dominated
the global PV market, more than 50%, an emerging secondary market outside Europe is
growing [7]. For instance, PV market in China grew by 3.7 GWp in 2012, which shows
300% increase compared to 2010, and followed by 12 GWp in 2013, which was above
the expected government’s stated number 10 GWp [1, 8]. In addition to that, in China, an
ambitious target of 100 GWp by 2020 is under discussion. There is also a big growth in
Japan’s PV market in 2012 by connecting 1.7 GWp to reach about6.6 GWp that in turn
followed in 2013 by a boom of 6.9 GWp new installed capacity [1,8].

1The size of PV systems is typically expressed in watt-peak (Wp).
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Though PV systems can be integrated into high, medium and lowvoltage grids, they are
mainly connected to the medium and the low voltage grids. Fig. 1.3a shows the estimated
installed PV capacity per voltage level in Europe by the end of 2012 [2]. The estimated
numbers of the installed PV systems per voltage level are illustrated in Fig. 1.3b [2]. Nev-
ertheless, PV systems have unevenly been spread out within different European countries
and even more uneven within the voltage levels and differentregions of a country. In Ger-
many, for instance, there are more than 33 GW of installed PV systems by end of March
2013, of which 70% have been connected to the low voltage (LV)grids and about 25% to
the medium voltage (MV) grids [2]. Besides, regional differences are also comparatively
significant and some regions in Germany, for example, have already encountered high lo-
cal penetration of more than 200 kW/km2 compared to the national average, which is 39
kW/km2 [9, 10]. Accordingly, the LV grids have been more prone to experience the high
density of PV connections.
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The focus in this thesis is on the LV distribution grids. For many years power was
only generated at large-scale conventional power plants atthe high voltage levels and then
delivered to consumers located mainly in distribution grids at the medium and the low volt-
age levels. Nevertheless, the presented statistics demonstrate how drastically this model in
mind has changed during the last decade and now pure consumers in the distribution grids
have changed to prosumers, which not only consume but also produce power via small-
scale PV systems (or other distributed sources). This evolution in the nature of the power
system operation, likewise other evolution phenomena in the nature, needs adaptations for
survival.

1.2 Challenges and motivations

High penetrations of PV systems within load pockets in distribution grids have led to tech-
nical challenges such as reverse power flow and overvoltage [2,9,11–19]. One of the main
challenges for distribution system operators (DSO) is keeping the voltage profile within an
acceptable band designated by standards. Voltage violations due to the surplus flow of PVs
power would have a negative impact on the stable operation ofboth supply-side units and
demand-side appliances. Overvoltage may also shorten the life time of equipment. In this
regard, integration of more PV systems in grids may be delayed if no proper action is taken.
It is therefore required to contrive remedies to resolve theaforementioned consequences of
high PV power penetrations and in the meantime increase the grid hosting capacity of PV
systems.

Different remedies have been proposed to deal with the unwanted voltage problem
associated with high PV systems penetrations that can generally be divided into three cat-
egories, namely system level, plant level and interactive level.

The system level has to do with remedies that target the grid side rather than costumers
or PV plants. Plant level remedies focus on PV plants and are installed before the point of
common coupling (PCC). The interactive level includes solutions in-between, in which a
communication infrastructure is required to link decisionmaking units, installed at differ-
ent locations in the grid, with plant components.

The system level remedies with the high effectiveness in theLV grids are [2]

• Grid Reinforcement [2, 9] in which the capacity of transformers and the cross-
sectional area of conductors can be augmented by adding new transformers and lines.
Though this solution is effective and simple for supportingthe voltage profile, it is
first costly, especially in the case of underground cables, and second quite cumber-
some in terms of making an efficient planning to address further developments of
loads and generation.

• On Load Tap Changer (MV/LV transformer) [9,20–22] can control the low volt-
age side of the transformer to suppress the overvoltage. On the contrary, since the
MV/LV transformers usually feed several feeders, loweringvoltage to mitigate over-
voltage on one feeder may lead to undervoltage in a neighboring feeder with less
or no PV power surplus. It is also worth mentioning that MV/LVtransformers in
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the current distribution grids are not equipped with on loadtab changer capability;
therefore, adding this function will increase the cost of MV/LV stations.

The plant level remedies with the high effectiveness in the LV grids are [2]

• Plant Level Storage[22, 23] can be deployed to save the surplus of the PV power
for the later use especially in peak demand. The large cost ofstorage systems is the
main disadvantage.

• Active Power Curtailment [9, 12, 16, 24] can be used to reduce feed-in peaks of
PV systems and in turn reduce the surplus of the PV power generation. The loss of
income followed by the loss of energy is the main disadvantage of this approach. It is
also important to state that this remedy is in contrary with the spirit of the European
Directive rules on privileged integration and priority access for renewable energy
sources [2]. Therefore, this remedy should be the last applicable option, when all
other inexpensive remedies cannot solve the problem [2].

• Reactive Power Control[9,13,25–28] through PV systems can mitigate the voltage
violation caused by PV active power generation. The effectiveness of voltage control
via reactive power regulation depends on the R/X ratio of thefeeder; the lower the
R/X ratio the better the efficiency. Therefore, reactive power supports are relatively
more effective in the MV grids than the LV grids due to the inherited lower R/X
ratios.

• Static var compensator (SVC)[2] can be installed in LV grids to suppress the volt-
age rise caused by PV systems generation. This approach is relatively expensive and
it is often necessary to install SVC outside of substations in order to reach a high effi-
ciency in voltage mitigation. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, voltage compensation
via reactive power in LV grids might be less effective than MVgrids.

The interactive level remedies such as demand side management and supervisory con-
trol systems rely on a communication infrastructure. Moreover, the effectiveness of these
methods in the LV grids, in contrast to the aforementioned methods on the system level
and the plant level, are considered less [2].

With that being said, each remedy has its own pros and cons. However, from an eco-
nomic point of view, the voltage profile regulation via reactive power contribution of PV
systems is to be preferred over other remedies [9]. Moreover, there is no technological bar-
rier because PV systems can simply modulate reactive power similar to producing active
power; therefore, reactive power regulation does not require any new physical component
except oversizing the PV inverter to accommodate the reactive power contribution. Since
the cost of a residential PV inverter is less than 9% of the installed PV system cost [1],
oversizing the PV inverter by 12% for accommodating a power factor of 0.9 would not
be costly. From the regulations perspective, the regulatory barriers have been resolved in
some countries like Germany and the German Grid Codes (GGC) allow reactive power
contribution in the LV grids [29].
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Therefore, the main focus of the research presented in this thesis is on using reactive
power capability of PV systems at the plant level to regulatevoltage.

Considering large numbers of PV systems in grids, unnecessary reactive power con-
sumption by PV systems firstly increases the total line losses, and secondly it may also
jeopardize the stability of the network in the case of contingencies in conventional power
plants, which supply reactive power [30]. Therefore, it is of great importance to figure
out mechanisms that can keep the voltage within the designated boundaries with the min-
imum reactive power consumptions. Furthermore, since the communication infrastructure
does not normally exist in the distribution grids, it is crucial to develop offline coordination
mechanisms between adjacent PV systems. Hence, this thesis, as compared to the current
available methods, investigates and proposes voltage support schemes that are able to coor-
dinate PV systems to reduce reactive power consumption without the aid of communication
systems.

Due to the high-density interconnection of PV systems in thecontemporary power sys-
tems, the power flow is not unidirectional anymore. This phenomenon, apart from the
local challenges, may change active and reactive power responses of distribution grids
(lower level grids) to voltage variations in power transmission grids (higher level grids).
The change in the voltage-power characteristic at the lowerlevel grids may affect the be-
havior of the higher level grids. Accordingly, it is a matterof importance to address how
to model new distributions grids for the higher level studies.

Normally, the dimension of distribution grids is high due tolarge number of sections,
branches and load points necessary in routing feeders through public districts [31]. Be-
sides, the real size of power transmission grids can basically be quite big and, therefore,
considering a detailed distribution grid to study power transmission systems is neither prac-
tical nor necessary. Consequently, distribution grids aregenerally considered as an aggre-
gated load model in studies of the higher level grides. The aggregated load model of a
distribution grid is normally represented by the constant voltage, constant current and con-
stant power load model (ZIP load model) [32–37]. With emerging PV systems, they have
normally been considered as a negative load due to their scarcity [38–41]. Nevertheless, as
stated earlier, the growing PV penetrations can change the voltage-power characteristic of
the distribution grids. Furthermore, equipping PV systemswith voltage support schemes
may even cause more changes in the behavior of the distribution grids. Consequently,
it is necessary to find new equivalent models that can capturethe dominant behavior of
the distribution grids with the high density of PV systems embedded with voltage support
schemes.

To summarise what said above, this thesis addresses the following questions

1. How does an individual PV model with the reactive power regulation ability behave?

2. Is it possible to obtain a certain voltage profile via PV systems considering controller
reactions?

3. Are the proposed reactive power regulations in the standards efficient? If not, how
can they be improved?
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4. Is there a need for a new reactive power characteristic than the proposed ones by
standards? If yes, how should they be designed?

5. How to make a proper equivalent of distribution grids withhigh PV penetration?

1.3 Scope and objective

The work presented in this thesis was performed within Sustainable Energy Technologies
and Strategies (SETS) Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate Program supported by the Euro-
pean Commission. The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate and develop proper volt-
age support schemes via reactive power regulation of PV systems, and further to develop
an equivalent model of distribution grids with the high density of PV systems embedded
with voltage support schemes. To do this, one first needs to get a proper insight into oper-
ation of one individual PV system. Thus, at the first stage of the doctoral project, the work
focus was mainly on the instantaneous modelling of a PV system to study its behavior.

Since voltage regulation through PV systems must operate within one to a few sec-
onds, a quasi-static analysis is assumed to be appropriate.Therefore, quasi steady-state
power flow calculation is considered for designing voltage support schemes, which basi-
cally means the system dynamics and transient disturbancesare not considered. Features of
the voltage sensitivity matrix are deployed for designing different voltage support schemes.

This thesis only addresses technical aspects of possible solutions for keeping voltage
profile under the steady-state voltage limit while reducingPV reactive power consumption,
and so, the financial consequences of different policies arenot analysed here.

It is worth mentioning that the focus in this thesis is to propose and develop methods
that can address overvoltage associated with high PV penetration. Nevertheless, the pro-
posed methods can be extended to address under voltage situations in case of weak grids
when load demand is much higher than the production of PV systems. However, this is not
studied in this thesis.

The applications of load modelling can basically be dividedin two categories: 1) static
applications and 2) dynamic applications. In this thesis only the static applications, which
incorporate only the voltage-dependant characteristics,are considered for equivalencing
distribution grids with high PV penetrations.

1.4 Scientific contribution

The contributions of this thesis lie in three areas: first in modelling and studying behavior
of an individual PV system; second, in evaluating voltage profile support schemes through
different reactive power strategies embedded in PV systems; third, developing a static
equivalent model of distribution grids with a high density of PV systems. The contributions
of the thesis are summarized as follows:

1. Modelling
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• Developing a non-proprietary PV model of a three-phase, single stage PV sys-
tem incorporated with three different reactive power regulation strategies in
PSCAD/EMTDC simulation platform [P-I];

• Comparing the developed model based on the time domain instantaneous val-
ues, PSCAD/EMTDC platform, with a similarly developed model based on the
rms values in PowerFactory platform [P-II];

2. Voltage Control/Support

• Using the voltage sensitivity matrix along with control theories, namely Rel-
ative Gain Array and Condition Number, to evaluate the possibility of con-
trollability among PV systems for controlling voltage profile to predefined set-
points, [P-III];

• Developing a novel coordinated active power dependent voltage regulation
method Q(P), which utilizes the voltage sensitivity matrixof one operating
point to determine individual Q(P) characteristics that use local information
but provides a coordinated response without the aid of communication sys-
tems. [P-IV].

• Optimizing the proposed method in paper IV using an optimization formulation
to optimally coordinate the parameters of individual Q(P) characteristics while
still local measurements are employed [P-V];

• Developing a multi-objective coordinated droop-based voltage regulation method
Q(V) in which a multi-objective design is used to adjust the parameters of the
Q(V) characteristic without the aid of communication systems [P-VI];

3. Equivalencing

• Using gray-box modelling concept to develop a static equivalent model of dis-
tribution grids with large number of PV systems embedded with voltage sup-
port schemes [P-VII].

Table 1.1 illustrates the correspondence between the publications and the concepts used
in the contributions.

1.5 List of publications

Publication I (P-I)
A. Samadi, M. Ghandhari and L. Söder, “Reactive Power Dynamic Assessment of
a PV System in a Distribution Grid,”Energy Procedia, vol. 20, pp. 98-107, 2012.

Publication II (P-II)
A. Samadi, R. Eriksson, D. Jose, F. Mahmood, M. Ghandhari and L. Söder,“Com-
parison of a Three-Phase Single-Stage PV System in PSCAD andPowerFactory,”
Proc. 2nd International Workshop on Integration of Solar Power into Power Sys-
tems, Lisbon, Portugal, pp. 237-244.
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Table 1.1: Items considered in the various publications.

Publication
I II III IV V VI VII

PV modelling X X

Dynamic studies X X

Quasi steady-state X X X X X

Evaluation of voltage controllability via PVs X

Active power dependent power factorCosφ(P) X X X X X X

Active power dependent reactive power characteristic Q(P) X X

Droop-based voltage regulation Q(V) X X X

Aggregation X

Optimization X X X

Publication III (P-III)
A. Samadi, R. Eriksson and L. Söder, “Evaluation of Reactive Power Support Inter-
actions Among PV Systems Using Sensitivity Analysis,”Proc. 2nd International
Workshop on Integration of Solar Power into Power Systems, Lisbon, Portugal,
pp. 245-252.

Publication IV (P-IV)
A. Samadi, R. Eriksson, L. Söder, B. Rawn and J.C. Boemer “CoordinatedActive
Power Dependent Voltage Regulation in Distribution Grids with PV Systems,”IEEE
Transaction on Power Delivery, vol. 29, pp. 1454-1464, June 2014.

Publication V (P-V)
A. Samadi, E. Shayesteh and L. Söder “Optimal Coordination of Q(P) Characteris-
tics for PV Systems in Distribution Grids for Minimizing Reactive Power Consump-
tion” CIGRE, AORC Technical meeting, May 2014, Japan.

Publication VI (P-VI)
A. Samadi, E. Shayesteh, R. Eriksson, B. Rawn and L. Söder “Multi-Objective Co-
ordinated Droop-Based Voltage Regulation in DistributionGrids with PV Systems”
Renewable Energy,vol. 71, pp. 315-323, Nov. 2014.

Publication VII (P-VII)
A. Samadi, L. Söder, E. Shayesteh and R. Eriksson “Static Equivalent of Distribu-
tion Grids with High Penetration of PV Systems Embedded withVoltage Support
Scheme”Provisionally accepted to IEEE Transaction on Smart Grid.

1.6 Division of work between authors

Publication I, III, IV
A. Samadimade the outline, work and wrote these papers under the supervision of
L.Söder, R. Eriksson, M. Ghandadhari and B. Rawn.
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Publication II
A. Samadi made the outline, wrote the paper and performed the work except the
model in PowerFactory which was developed by D. Jose and F. Mahmood with the
help ofA. Samadi. This work was performed under the supervision of R. Eriksson,
M. Ghandhari and L. Söder.

Publication VI
A. Samadimade the outline and wrote the paper.A. Samadiperformed the simula-
tion, modeling and analysis except the optimization in GAMSwhich was contributed
by E. Shayesteh. This work was performed under the supervision of B. Rawn, R.
Eriksson, and L. Söder.

Publication V and VII
A. Samadimade the outline, work and wrote the paper. E. Shayesteh contributed his
knowledge in optimization and equivalencing. These studies were performed under
the supervision of L. Söder and R. Eriksson.

1.7 Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 briefly describes the evolution history of PV systems, defines various compo-
nents involved in a PV system, presents a three-phase single-stage PV model, and
further discusses different strategies for regulating reactive power of PV systems
presented in Papers I and II.

Chapter 3 provides a brief background on load flow and sensitivity analysis. It also de-
scribes how features of voltage sensitivity matrix in conjunction with the relative
gain array and the singular value decomposition can be used to quantify the level of
interaction among PV systems in case of using direct AC-bus voltage control strat-
egy, and along with evaluation of the voltage controllability.

Chapter 4 demonstrates how the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix allow system-
atic coordination of Q(P) characteristics among PV inverters while still using local
measurements as presented in Papers IV and V.

Chapter 5 depicts how the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix in association with
droop control concept can be used through a multi-objectivedesign to optimally
coordinate characteristics of the droop-based voltage reactive power among PV sys-
tems in radial distribution feeders. Along with Paper VI is introduced.

Chapter 6 describes the use of gray-box modeling concept in system identification to
develop a static equivalent model of distribution grids with high level penetrations of
PV systems embedded with the GGC standard characteristicCosφ(P). This chapter
also introduces Paper VII.
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Chapter 7 highlights the key conclusions of the thesis and summarizesideas for future
research work.





Chapter 2

Grid-connected PV systems

This chapter briefly describes the evolution history of PV systems, defines various compo-
nents involved in a PV system, presents a three-phase single-stage PV model, and further
discusses different strategies for regulating reactive power of PV systems presented in Pa-
pers I and II.

2.1 Background

The fundamental element of PV systems is solar cells, which are made of semiconductor
materials to convert sunlight to the electricity. The very first practical application of PV
systems was providing electricity for the orbiting satellite Vagnuard I in 1958 [42]. The
material of the first generation solar cells was single crystal silicon wafers. The huge cost
of solar cells as well as the low efficiency limited the use of photovoltaic systems to only
space applications for many years. Nevertheless, the need for alternative energy resources
directed much attention towards terrestrial applicationsof PV systems. Therefore, solar
cells were gradually used in terrestrial applications suchas grid connected PV systems.
During the last decade, long term supporting schemes have provided big markets for grid-
connected applications that in turn channelled more researches and investments in solar
cells technologies. Consequently, the price and the efficiency of solar cells have dramati-
cally improved to the extent that new generations of solar cells have been introduced and,
moreover, grid-parity (defined as the moment when the cost ofelectricity generated by
a grid-connected PV is competitive with the retail price) has already been met in some
residential regions [1,5,6]. PV systems hereafter refer togrid-connected PV systems.

2.2 Components of PV systems

The building blocks of a typical PV system is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The system is com-
posed of two main components: 1) solar arrays, and 2) a power conditioning unit (PCU).
The sunlight is converted to DC power electricity via solar arrays and the generated DC
power is in turn converted to AC power through the PCU. Some part of the generated AC

13
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the building blocks of a typical grid-connected PV system.

electricity power is consumed by local loads and the surplusof the AC power is pumped
into the distribution grid. In the following, elements involved in PV system operation are
briefly discussed.

2.2.1 Sunlight

The solar radiation incident on a particular earth’s surface drastically varies due to differ-
ent reasons such as atmospheric effects, clouds, water vapors, pollution, latitude of the
location, the time of the day, and the season of the year. Therefore, the instantaneous
received power of solar radiation on the earth’s surface significantly varies. The instan-
taneous power of radiation incident per unit area is called irradiance and expressed in
[W/m2]. The global solar irradiance on a horizontal surface on theearth is composed of
two components, namely direct and diffuse [43, 44]. The direct component is the part of
global irradiance that directly reaches on the horizontal surface. The diffuse component is
the part of the global irradiance that scattered by passing through the atmosphere. For tilted
surfaces, there is another component called Albedo, which is the part of solar irradiance
that is reflected by the earth’s surface [43,44]. The irradiance is normally used to evaluate
the performance of a PV system at each point of a day. In designof a PV system, however,
the average of the solar irradiance over a time period is deployed. The integration of solar
irradiance at a particular location over a time period is called solar irradiation or insola-
tion expressed in [kWh/m2]. The yearly solar irradiation is normally used as a measureto
assess the potential of solar electricity generation as well as economic aspects at different
regions. For a typical crystal silicon PV system with horizontally mounted solar panels,
for instance, yearly solar electricity generation at residential areas in Northern European
countries (e.g. Denmark, South Sweden, Baltic countries, North Germany and France)
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Figure 2.2: Solar cell: (a) I-V and P-V characteristics; (b)Electrical equivalent model.

mainly falls in the range of 700-800 kWh per kWp; the diffuse radiation has the highest
share in these regions [45]. The highest potential for solarelectricity generation is located
at Southern European countries (e.g. Portugal, Spain and Italy) with yearly production in
the range of 1100-1350 kWh per kWp [45]. The poorest solar electricity generation is in
Northern Sweden and Finland that falls bellow 700 kWh/kWp [45]. Installing solar panels
in an optimum inclination angle and orientation can boost yearly solar electricity produc-
tion by 9-26%; increments higher than 16% can be attained in Scandinavian and Baltic
countries [45].

2.2.2 Solar cells

Solar cells are generally a semiconductor-based electronic device that converts sunlight to
electricity power composed of voltage and current. Normally, the output of a solar cell
is characterized by current-voltage curve and power-voltage curve. Fig. 2.2a shows the
typical I-V characteristic curve of a solar cell for a certain irradiance assigned to the left
hand sidey-axis. Two main parameters of each I-V characteristic are open circuit voltage
VOC and short circuit currentISC. These two parameters heavily depend on the irradiance
level and the cell temperature. Irradiance variations mainly affect the short circuit current
of solar cells while temperature variations mainly affect the open circuit voltage. Fig. 2.2a
shows a typical P-V characteristic of a solar cell for a certain irradiance assigned to the
right hand sidey-axis. Two main parameters of the P-V curve are voltageVMPP and current
IMPP at maximum power point.

An ideal electrical equivalent of a solar cell is modeled by acurrent source in parallel
with a diode. Nevertheless, since losses are inherited partof any physical component in the
real world, a series resistance and a shunt resistance may beadded to make a more realistic
equivalent. The schematic of a single-diode electrical equivalent of a solar cell is shown in
Fig. 2.2b.
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The I-V characteristic of the single-diode model is mathematically represented as fol-
lows [46,47]:

I = Iph− Io
(

e
V+RsI

AVt −1
)

−
V +RsI

Rp
(2.1)

whereIo is the dark saturation current,Rs is the cell series resistance,Rp is the cell parallel
resistance, A is the diode quality factor,Iph is the photo-generated current andVt is the
junction thermal voltage, which is described by

Vt =
kTSTC

q
(2.2)

wherek is the Boltzmann’s constant,q is the charge of the electron andTSTC is the temper-
ature at standard test condition (STC), when the solar irradiance on the surface of the cell
is 1000 [kW/m2] and the temperature of the cell are 25oC. Different approaches have been
proposed to identify the parameters of the solar cell equivalent [46–48].

A solar cell delivers a certain power according to its I-V characteristic. Therefore,
solar cells must be connected together to provide adequate voltage and current for practical
applications. In this regard, solar cells are connected in series to form solar modules; solar
modules in turn are connected in series or in parallel and mounted on a supporting frame
to form solar panels. Solar panels are also connected in series and in parallel to form solar
array in order to provide adequate power and voltage for being connected to grid.

The equivalent model of a solar array is represented analogous to the solar cell equiva-
lent in 2.1 by incorporating the number of parallel and series cells of the solar array.

The size of PV systems is typically expressed in watt-peak (Wp) and this basically
represents the output power of PV array at the STC [45].

2.2.3 Power conditioning units

Solar arrays produce uncontrolled DC power; therefore, PCUs are employed to first control
the arrays DC output power and second convert the DC power to the high quality AC
power. From power processing perspective, the PCU of PV systems can be either single-
stage or double-stage systems. In a single-stage PV system,the DC power of solar arrays
is directly converted to the AC power via an inverter, while aDC-DC converter prior to the
PV inverter is incorporated into a double-stage PV system. In contrast to single-stage PV
systems, double-stage PV systems provide higher flexibility in power control, but at the
expense of extra cost and lower reliability [49].

At a specific irradiance, the power operating point of solar cells and similarly solar
arrays is not necessarily located at the corresponding maximum power point. Therefore,
one of the main tasks of PCUs is to regulate the voltage and thecurrent of a PV array such
that the PV array can deliver its corresponding maximum power at that certain irradiance.
This task is called maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Different MPPT algorithms
have been proposed and implemented in PV systems to the extent that there are at least
nineteen distinct algorithms in the literature [50].
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The other main task of PCUs is controlling injected AC current such that the injected
AC current first attains the same frequency as the grid, and second, depending on size of
PV active and reactive power, yields a proper phase-shift with respect to the voltage at the
point of connection.

PCUs must also be able to perform other tasks such as islanding detection, protection,
voltage amplification, and filtering harmonics [51,52].

2.3 Single-stage PV model

One of the main challenges associated with studying PV system behaviors has been the
availability/lack of non-proprietary PV models. Though companies may have their own
proprietary detailed-model information, it is hard to get the information of such models.
Hence, there has been a need to develop a non-proprietary model that can capture the
dominant behaviour of PV systems embedded with reactive power regulation functions
in order to examine the behavior of PV systems in a distribution grid. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that implementation of reactive power control strategies is a challenge,
because some criteria, according to standards, must be fulfilled, but it has not explicitly
been mentioned which procedure and how.

There were some PV models in the literature [28,53–55], these models mostly assumed
unity power factor operation for PV systems [53–55] or just considered reactive power
support for medium voltage connected PV systems [28]. However, a detailed residential
PV model in LV grids that can represent different reactive power regulation strategies had
not been addressed in the literature.

In the first stage of the PhD project, therefore, a non-proprietary PV model of a three-
phase, single-stage PV system is developed in Paper I, whichdescribes controller design
procedure and introduces a novel investigation on the important aspects of three different
reactive power regulation strategies. The model first implemented in the PSCAD simula-
tion platform based on the instantaneous values, and further developed in the PowerFactory
simulation platform based on the rms values to also evaluatedifferences and similarities
between these two domains.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates the main schematic of the developed, three-phase, single-stage PV
system model connected through a transformer to a distribution grid. The PV system model
consists of solar array, dc-link capacitor, voltage sourceconverter (VSC) and peripheral
control systems. The output power of the solar array feeds inthe dc-link capacitor and
is converted through the parallel connected VSC to AC power.Terminals of the VSC are
connected to the PCC via an interface reactor, which shown byL and R, where R represents
the resistance of both the reactor and VSC’s valves.Cf is a low-pass filter to eliminate high
order current harmonics generated by VSC switching. The PV system is interfaced with
the grid through a transformer, which makes an isolated ground and also amplifies the
output voltage of the PV system to match with the grid voltagelevel. The distribution grid
is modeled by the Thevenin equivalent, whereRg andLg are equivalent grid resistance and
inductance, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a three-phase, single-stage PV system structure connected to a
distribution grid.

Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is used to convert ac signals in the abc-frame to corresponding
dc quantities in a proper dq-frame. Using dc control signalsinstead of sinusoidal-varying
signals, which are synchronized with the grid frequency, streamlines control process. Ac-
tive and reactive powers of the PV system are controlled via the d and q axes, respectively.
Active power is controlled through regulating dc-link voltage. Reactive power control will
be explained in the next subsection. Control process comprises three control loops: inner,
middle and outer loops. The inner one is current control loop; the middle one is dc-link
voltage regulator loop as well as reactive power control loop; and outer loop is the MPPT
loop. As can be seen, the MPPT determines dc-link voltage reference. The error between
dc-link voltage and its corresponding reference voltage compensated byFvdc(s) compen-
sator to provide the reference active power, which in turn createsidre f . In order to augment
the performance of the dc-link voltage regulator, output power of PV is deployed as a
feed-forward to eliminate the nonlinearity and destabilizing impact of the PV array output
power [53]. Depending on reactive power regulation strategy iqre f reference command is
generated.idre f and iqre f are passed through current controllers to produce modulating
signals for valves of the VSC.

2.3.1 Reactive power regulation

Generally speaking, reactive power of the PV system at the PCC can be regulated in two
main approaches:
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Figure 2.4: Controller block diagrams for reactive power regulation: (a) direct regulation;
(b) indirect regulation.

1. Direct regulation in which reactive power is directly regulated to a preset value as
shown in Fig.2.4a

2. Indirect regulation or direct AC-bus voltage control in which AC voltage at the
point of PV connection to the grid is directly controlled to apreset value as shown
in Fig. 2.4b, and by doing so, reactive power is indirectly regulated.

However, one should keep in mind that the reactive power contribution of PV systems is
limited due to the certain size of the VSC (for instance, in order to accommodate reactive
power to achieve a power factor of 0.9 at the maximum PV activepower without any
active power curtailing, the VSC must be oversized by 11%) aswell as regulation barriers
specified by standards such as the German Grid Codes, which will be discussed in Chapter
4. In other words, active and reactive power of a PV system must be limited to the nominal
apparent power of its VSC,

√

P2+Q2 ≤ S.
The reactive power preset in the direct regulation mode can be attained via different

characteristics such as:

Constant power factor characteristic: in which PV systems regardless of the feed-in ac-
tive power levels, contribute a constant fraction of feed-in active power as reactive
power. It is worth mentioning that unity power factor is not considered in this cat-
egory. In this approach, hence, when there is no voltage violation, PV systems still
may contribute reactive power (unnecessary reactive power).

Dynamic power factor characteristicCosφ (P): this method was originally proposed by
the GGC to reduce reactive power consumption as compared to the constant power
factor approach [29]. Fig. 2.5a depicts a more general characteristic curve of this
method in both inductive and capacitive modes. Depending onthe feed-in active
power level of the PV system, the power factor level as well asthe type of generated
reactive power varies. This method, in contrast to its predecessor, can reduce the
unnecessary reactive power contribution of PV systems.

Active power dependent reactive power characteristic Q(P): the main concept of Q(P)
characteristic shown in 2.5b and theCosφ (P) characteristic is the same. In other
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Figure 2.5: (a) Dynamic power factor characteristicCosφ(P); (b) Active power dependent
reactive power characteristic Q(P); (c) Droop-based voltage regulation characteristic Q(V).

words, both of them are an active power dependent characteristic, in which the feed-
in active power of the PV system is used as a feedforward signal to calculate the
required reactive power.

Droop-based voltage regulation characteristic Q(V):voltage at the PCC is employed
as a feedforward signal to calculate the required reactive power according to the
droop characteristic as shown in 2.5c.

The Cosφ(P), Q(V) and direct AC-bus voltage control strategies were incorporated
into the developed model. Detailed design procedure of developed PV model controllers
including parameters tuning is presented in Paper I.

2.3.2 Results and discussion

The developed model in Fig. 2.3 is implemented in PSCAD simulation platform to eval-
uate and compare the performance of three reactive power regulation strategies, namely
Cosφ (P), Q(V), and direct AC-bus voltage control. Simulation results show that the model
works as expected based on the given design procedure in Paper I. It is also noticed that the
dynamic of the PV system in terms of reactive power provisioncan be quite fast (in order of
tens of milliseconds). Furthermore, based on this configuration, two identical PV systems
are integrated into a quite small distribution grid to investigate the interactive impact of the
controllers and reactive power strategies. It is demonstrated that a lack of coordination be-
tween set-points of PV systems in the direct AC-bus voltage control strategy brings about
negative interaction among installed PV systems in the samevicinity. This is presented in
Paper I.

The implemented model in PSCAD simulation platform was further developed in Pow-
erFactory simulation platform in the rms domain. The results demonstrate that the rms
domain model in PowerFactory can provide quite similar results as time domain instanta-
neous values model in PSCAD and with advantage of lower simulation time. Therefore, the
performance of large number of PV systems can be easily studied using rms simulations.
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At this stage of doctoral project, two questions were raised:

1. How can one quantify the interaction level of voltage control among PV systems?;

2. Is there the possibility of decoupling interactions in case of using direct AC-bus
voltage control method?

PSCAD and PowerFactory simulations are not efficient in providing analytical insight into
controllability and quantification of voltage control interactions. Therefore, the features of
voltage sensitivity matrix, which indicates how voltage atone node varies with regard to
active and reactive power variations at any node, along withsome control theory concepts
are employed to address the raised questions.





Chapter 3

Direct AC-bus voltage control via PV
systems and associated interactions

This chapter provides a brief background on load flow and sensitivity analysis. It also
describes how features of voltage sensitivity matrix in conjunction with the relative gain
array and the singular value decomposition can be used to quantify the level of interaction
among PV systems in case of using direct AC-bus voltage control strategy, and along with
evaluate the possibility of the controllability.

3.1 Introduction

Prior to design of a control scheme for a process one should investigate the input-output
controllability of that control scheme defined as the ability to achieve acceptable control
performance, i.e. keeping outputs within designated references despite small bounded dis-
turbances and uncertainties [56]. The main aim of this chapter is to measure controllability
among the PV systems in a distribution grid for direct AC-busvoltage control by use of
voltage sensitivity features as well as concepts of therelative gain array(RGA) and thesin-
gular value decomposition(SVD). For this purpose, the voltage sensitivity matrix is used
as the steady-state gain of the multi-variable system. In the first method, the RGA of the
voltage sensitivity matrix is utilized as a quantitative measure to address controllability and
the level of voltage control interaction among PV systems. The second method iscondition
number(CN), in which the SVD of the voltage sensitivity matrix is used as a mathematical
measure to indicate the voltage control directionality among PV systems. In the direct AC-
bus voltage control process, reactive power of PV systems indicates manipulated variables,
which are fed to the plant system, while AC-bus voltages indicate controlled variables (the
plant outputs). Operating modes of PV systems reactive power (inductive and capacitive
modes) determine the input direction to the plant system. Different input directions can
cause different impacts on voltage variations; strong directionality indicates a large range
of variations in the plant gain for various input directions, i.e. the plant gain is strongly
dependent on the input direction.
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Sub-matrices of the voltage sensitivity matrix indicate the sensitivity of the bus volt-
ages and angels to the variation of active and reactive powerinjections at all buses. The
voltage sensitivity matrix of a power grid, therefore, provides analytical insight into power
grid behavior. The voltage sensitivity matrix has widely been employed in quite different
studies [12,24,57,58]. However, the application of the RGAand CN in the voltage sensi-
tivity analysis to indicate the degree of the voltage control interaction among PV systems
was not addressed in the literature.

This chapter, therefore, takes advantage of the voltage sensitivity matrix in conjunction
with the RGA and CN concepts to analytically investigate thedirect voltage controllability
via PV systems in a distribution grid and associated interactions. Moreover, impacts of
feeder R/X ratio and distance between buses on the direct voltage control are also of con-
cern. Applying the aforementioned methods provides an analytical view that how the volt-
age control interaction and directionality among PV systems in a distribution grid would
be affected by the distance and R/X variations.

3.2 Load flow and sensitivity analyses

In power systems, where power values are known rather than currents, set of power system
algebraic nonlinear equations are expressed in terms of power known as power flow equa-
tions. Power system analysis via power flow equations, commonly known as load flow
analysis, form the core of power system studies. They are essential for many static analy-
ses such as planning, economic assessments, reliability studies, and sensitivity analysis, as
well as being used as the starting point for dynamic analysessuch as transient stability and
contingency studies.

The π-model equivalent of a line between two nodes of a power system is shown in
Fig. 3.1. Node-voltage-based power equations are formulated as follows:

Sik = VikI∗ik
= Pik + jQik (3.1)

Pik = Vi ( gikVi − ( gikcos(δik) + biksin(δik) )Vk ) (3.2)

Qik = Vi ( (−bi0−bik)Vi − ( giksin(δik) − bikcos(δik) )Vk ) (3.3)

whereSik is the transmitted apparent power from nodei to nodek; Pik andQik are active
and reactive part ofSik, respectively;gik andbik are the conductance and the susceptance
of the line between nodei andk; bi0 is half of the shunt capacitance of the line;Vi andδi

are the magnitude and the angle of the voltage at nodei.
Power balance equations at nodei of a power system with several interconnected nodes

can in general be expressed as follows:

Pi = Vi

N

∑
k=1

Vk ( Gikcos(δik) + Biksin(δik) )

Qi = Vi

N

∑
k=1

Vk ( Giksin(δik) − Bikcos(δik) ) (3.4)
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yik=gik+jbikVi   i Vk   k

yi0=jbi0 yk0=jbk0

Ski=Pki+jQki
Sik=Pik+jQik

Figure 3.1:π-model of a line.

whereGii is equal to the sum of all conductances connected to nodei, Gik is equal to the
conductance between nodei andk with the negative sign,Bii is equal to the sum of all
susceptances connected to nodei, Bik is equal to the susceptance between nodei andk
with the negative sign.

Therefore, the power flow equations are functions of the magnitude and the angle of
voltages.

Pi = gP(V,δ )
Qi = gQ(V,δ ) (3.5)

The aim of the load flow analysis is to use iterative methods tosolve the compact
form of power flow equations in (3.6) to find the voltages at allbuses and, consequently,
determine the state of the power system.

0= g(V,δ ) (3.6)

Once the power flows are known, the active power losses can be computed as well. The
total active power losses on the line between nodei andk in Fig. 3.1 is derived as follows:

PLik = Pik +Pki

=
(

V2
i + V2

k

)
gik − 2ViVkgikcos(δik) (3.7)

ThePLik can be split up between two corresponding nodes as follows:

PLik,i =V2
i gik − ViVkgikcos(δik)

PLik,k =V2
k gki − VkVigkicos(δki) (3.8)

wherePLik,i andPLik,k correspond to nodei andk, respectively.
Considering all connected nodes toi, the total active power losses associated with node

i becomes

PL,i =
N

∑
k=1
k6=i

(
V2

i gik − ViVkgikcos(δik)
)

(3.9)
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and, consequently, the total line losses can be determined as

PL =
n

∑
i=1

Vi

n

∑
k=1
k6=i

gik [Vi −Vkcos(δik)] (3.10)

3.2.1 Voltage sensitivity matrix

The voltage sensitivity matrix is a measure to quantify the sensitivity of voltage magnitudes
(V) and angles (δ ) with respect to injected active and reactive power. The sensitivity matrix
is obtained through partial derivatives of power flow equations in (3.5) as follows [59]:

[
∆δ
∆V

]

=

[
∂gP(δ ,V)

∂δ
∂gP(δ ,V)

∂V
∂gQ(δ ,V)

∂δ
∂gQ(δ ,V)

∂V

]−1[
∆P
∆Q

]

=

[
Sδ

P Sδ
Q

SV
P SV

Q

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

SV

[
∆P
∆Q

]

(3.11)

The voltage sensitivity matrixSV consists of four sub-matrices that denote the partial
derivatives of bus voltage magnitude and angle with respectto active and reactive power.
Due to the importance of the voltage magnitude regulation byvariation of active and re-
active power, sub-matrices that are related to variation ofvoltage magnitude,SV

P andSV
Q,

are of more interest and concern in this study. Each element of these sub-matrices is in-
terpreted as the variation that may happen in voltage at busi if active power (or reactive
power) at busj changed 1 p.u.

3.2.2 Loss sensitivity analysis

Total line losses in (3.10) and power flow equations in (3.5) are functions of voltage magni-
tude and angle. Therefore, sensitivity coefficients of total line losses with respect to active
and reactive power variations at busi can be derived as follows:

dPL

dPi
=

n

∑
j=1

∂PL

∂δ j

∂δ j

∂Pi
+

n

∑
j=1

∂PL

∂Vj

∂Vj

∂Pi

dPL

dQi
=

n

∑
j=1

∂PL

∂δ j

∂δ j

∂Qi
+

n

∑
j=1

∂PL

∂Vj

∂Vj

∂Qi
(3.12)

Eq. (3.12) can be rearranged in a matrix form with the help of the voltage sensitivity matrix
SV as follows:

[
dPL
dP
dPL
dQ

]

= ST
V

[
∂PL
∂δ
∂PL
∂V

]

(3.13)

where∂PL/∂δ and∂PL/∂V can also be derived from (3.10).
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3.3 Control concepts and applications

Before designing a particular control strategy for a system, it is essential to investigate the
input-output controllability of the system defined as the ability to achieve acceptable con-
trol performance via the control strategy. Direct AC-bus voltage control via PV systems
can generally be considered as a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) control process
in which voltages are controlled variables and reactive power values of PV systems are
the manipulated variables. The presence of directions in MIMO systems characterizes
their main difference with scalar single-input single-output (SISO) systems [56]. Unlike
scalars, matrices and vectors include directions. The gainof MIMO systems may dramat-
ically vary with the input direction. Two methods to quantify the degree of directionality
and interactions in MIMO systems are the relative gain arrayand the condition number,
respectively [56].

As mentioned earlier, the main contribution of this chapter, as also presented in Pa-
per III, is applying the aforementioned control concepts tothe voltage sensitivity matrix
derived from load flow analysis in order to analytically investigate the direct voltage con-
trollability via PV systems and quantify associated interactions.

3.3.1 RGA method

Although the RGA was basically introduced by Britsol [60] for pairing the input and output
variables in a MIMO system, it has also been exploited as a general measure of control-
lability [56, 61]. The relative gain array has been addressed in many literatures and is
frequently employed as a quantitative measure of controllability and control loop interac-
tion in a MIMO control design. The RGA is originally formulated for steady-state analysis
and it was later extended to include the dynamics [56]. In this study, the RGA concept is
used to analyze the voltage sensitivity matrix, which is calculated from system algebraic
equations and therefore does not comprise dynamic.

The proposed interaction measure through the RGA indicateshow the apparent transfer
function between manipulated or input variable (ui) and controlled or output variable (y j )
is affected by control of other controlled variables. This measure is shown byλi j and is
described by the ratio of the transfer function between a given manipulated variable and
controlled variable while all other loops are open, and the transfer function between the
same variables while all other outputs are closed as follows:

λi j =

(
∂yi
∂u j

)

| uk6= jconstant
(

∂yi
∂u j

)

| yk6= jconstant
(3.14)

In other words, the RGA is the ratio of the open loop gain between two variables to the
closed loop gain of the same variables while other outputs are perfectly controlled. For
a MIMO system withG(0) as the steady-state transfer function, the RGA is defined as
follows:

Λ(G(0)) = G(0)⊗
(
G(0)−1)T

(3.15)
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Where⊗ denotes element-by-element multiplication.
Equation (3.14) demonstrates that the open loop gain between y j andui changes by the

factor λ−1
i j while the rest of loops are closed by integral feedback control. This implies

that the pairing should be preferred for RGAs that are as close to unity as possible.λi j =1
implies that there is no interaction with other control loops. A decentralized control system,
intuitively, requires the RGA becomes close to the identitymatrix [56]. A MIMO process
with a decentralized control system works as several independent SISO sub-plants. If
RGA elements are greater than one, the decoupling or inverse-based controllers can be
used to decouple interactions. However, systems with largeRGA elements are basically
hard to control owing to high interactions and input uncertainties, and hence inverse-based
controllers should be prevented, because they are not robust. Besides, pairing with negative
RGA elements must be avoided due to the integral instability[56].

Application of the RGA in the voltage sensitivity matrix

Sub-matrices of the voltage sensitivity matrix in (3.11) represent steady-state gain of the
system, and so, the RGA ofSV

Q, which describes the voltage sensitivity with respect to
reactive power variations, is given as follows:

Λ(SV
Q) = SV

Q×
((

SV
Q

)−1
)T

(3.16)

The RGA ofSV
Q in (3.16) is used to investigate the possibility of controllability and inter-

action among voltage controllers of PV systems to control voltage of buses to pre-defined
set-points via regulating reactive power.

To sum up, in the RGA method, first the voltage sensitivity matrix is derived; then, the
RGA of SV

Q is calculated; and in the final step, RGA values are evaluated. RGA values
close to one demonstrate a decentralized system. If the RGA values are large but less than
5, the decoupling compensators can be used. However, large RGA values, more than 5,
correspond to controllability problems because of high interactions and input uncertainties
[56].

3.3.2 CN method

The CN method is a useful way to quantify how the range of possible gains of a MIMO
process varies for an input direction [56,61]. Wide (or narrow) range of possible gains for
a process implies high (or low) directionality. Therefore,another measure to quantify the
level of interaction in a MIMO system is the CN defined as the ratio between maximum
and minimum singular values of the system withG(0) as its steady-state gain [56,61]:

γ(G(0)) =
σ (G(0))
σ (G(0))

(3.17)

A process with a large CN implies high directionality and is called to be ill-conditioned
[56]. The steady-state gain of MIMO process varies betweenσ(G(0)) andσ(G(0)). Wide
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range of possible gains for a MIMO system indicates large directionality. Such a plant is
often considered sensitive to uncertainty that, in turn, may lead to a poor control perfor-
mance [56]. A large CN may be brought about by a small singularvalue that is generally
undesirable.

Application of the CN in the voltage sensitivity matrix

Similar to the RGA method, in the CN method, the voltage sensitivity matrix must first be
derived. Then, SVD ofSV

Q is computed and, consequently, the CN is calculated. CN larger
than 10 demonstrates controllability problems [56].

3.4 Results and discussion

The RGA and CN methods are applied to a test radial grid with five PV-equipped houses
connected through a step-down transformer to a medium voltage grid. To address the ef-
fect of R/X ratio, both overhead lines and underground cables are considered. The results
demonstrate that the RGA increases for larger R/X ratios. Therefore, the larger the R/X
ratio the higher the interaction level among AC-bus voltagecontrollers of PV systems. It is
shown in the test system that the positive elements of the RGA, for the all case studies, are
larger than one, irrespective of the R/X ratio, the total netload/generation, node distances
(tested up to 500 m) and power factor. Hence, decentralized AC-bus voltage control (con-
trolling voltages to predefined set-points) without decoupling is impossible. Moreover,
since the positive numbers of RGA are large, more than 5, using decoupling controllers
is not recommended due to sensitivity to input uncertainty [56]. The CN results are also
along with the RGA results. More details can be found in paperIII. The results indicates
that the AC-bus voltage control to the predefined set-pointswill not work in larger radial
LV grids either.

To sum up, the direct AC-bus voltage control is not a proper control strategy for LV
radial distribution grids; therefore, it is more practicalto support the voltage instead of
directly controlling it. Accordingly, the doctoral project mainly focused on direct reactive
power regulation strategies to support the voltage such as Q(P) and Q(V) methods, which
will be discussed in the next two chapters.





Chapter 4

Active power dependent reactive power
characteristic Q(P)

This chapter demonstrates how the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix allow sys-
tematic coordination of Q(P) characteristics among PV inverters while still using local
measurements as presented in Papers IV and V.

4.1 Introduction

The GGC proposes acosφ(P) characteristic curve to support the voltage profile via a PV
system’s reactive power [29]. In such an active power dependent (APD) power factor
characteristic, the required reactive power is determinedaccording to an identicalcosφ(P)
characteristic for each PV system, independent of its location in the grid. Though the GGC
states the distribution system operators (DSO) can use a characteristic differing from the
standard characteristic depending upon the grid configuration, the specification of such a
characteristic is left with the DSO. Moreover, since the standard characteristic does not
consider the voltage profile, its employment can cause unnecessary reactive power con-
sumption. Considering large numbers of PV systems in grids,unnecessary reactive power
consumption by PV systems firstly increases the total line losses, and secondly it may also
jeopardize the stability of the network in the case of contingencies in conventional power
plants, which supply reactive power [30].

A method that can provide a coordinated, systematic characteristic for each PV system
along a feeder is, therefore, needed. This chapter providessuch a method. This method
utilizes the voltage sensitivity matrix of one operating point to determine individual Q(P)
characteristics that use local information but provides a coordinated response without the
aid of communication systems. As mentioned in Chapter 2, since the concept of Q(P)
andcosφ(P) characteristics is the same, the proposed method in fact is asystematic ap-
proach of adjusting setting parameters of the GGC standard characteristic. Since the grid
configuration is addressed in the voltage sensitivity matrix, the proposed method basically
introduces a specific characteristic based on the grid configuration for each PV system.

31
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CHARACTERISTIC Q(P)
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Figure 4.1: (a) Reactive power operation area for a generation unit connected to LV grids;
(b) Standard characteristic curve forcosϕ (P).

The voltage sensitivity matrix has been widely used to compare impacts of active power
curtailment and reactive power support through PV systems on the voltage profile in low
voltage grids [24], to define coordinated droop factors in the active power curtailment of
PV systems [12], to demonstrate the voltage control interaction among PV systems using
control theory [62], and to eliminate the voltage variationat a target node due to the oper-
ation of a wind turbine in a microgrid via reactive power support [58]. However, locally
coordinated Q(P) characteristics for several PV systems indistribution grids have not yet
been addressed.

4.2 German Grid Codes

The GGCs comply with the limit values of voltage quality specified by EN 50160 [63].
According to the EN 50160, the allowable voltage range in LV grids is between 90% to
110% of the nominal voltage. Within this voltage tolerance band, the GGC states DG
units that deliver at least 20% of their rated power are permitted to freely change their
power factor within the hatched sector represented in Fig. 4.1a. The power factor range for
units larger than 13.8 kVA is between 0.9 under-excited and over-excited while for units
between 3.68 kVA and 13.8 kVA it is 0.95 [29]. Reactive power contribution augments the
integration of DG units into LV grids.

The reactive power control comes along with a considerable power loss in LV grids.
Hence, in order to reduce the power loss, the GGC proposes thecosϕ(P) standard charac-
teristic curve in Fig. 4.1b, where P andPmax represent the feed-in and the maximum active
power of the generator unit, respectively [29]. The objective of the standardcosϕ(P) char-
acteristic is requiring the generation unit to operate in anunder-excited mode when the
feed-in active power passes over a threshold of 50% ofPmax in order to mitigate the re-
lated voltage rise. Therefore, the GGC standard setting forPV systems can be illustrated
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according to Fig. 4.1b. The proposedcosϕ(P) characteristic requires inverter-based vari-
able generation units such as PV systems. Upon a change in active power, the generation
unit should provide the required reactive power based on theset-point on the characteristic
curve within 10 seconds [29], which can be fulfilled by adjusting the band-width of the re-
active power controller. The GGC mentions that depending upon different aspects, i.e. grid
configuration, load and feed-in power, the DSO may need a characteristic different from
the standardcosϕ(P) curve shown in Fig. 4.1b. Nevertheless, the GGC does not address
how to specify the setting parameters.

Thecosϕ(P)method can not explicitly consider grid voltage stability because the curve
used is not a function of voltage. Furthermore, local demandis not also addressed in the
cosϕ(P) characteristic. The local active power demand can affect the local voltage and in
turn the overall voltage profile; the higher the active demand the lower the voltage. Be-
sides, inductive demand, e.g induction motors and lightingballast that are frequently used,
can also lower voltage. Therefore, since thecosϕ(P) characteristic does not take into ac-
count either voltage or demand, unnecessary reactive powerconsumption can be expected
in the case of high or medium demand, when the overvoltage is less likely. This can be
considered as the main drawback of thecosϕ(P) characteristic or in general anyQ(P)
characteristic. Nevertheless, one can use the net load/generation, i.e. generation minus
load, at the connection point of load demand and PV system to agrid in theQ(Pnet) char-
acteristic instead of using only the feed-in power of the PV system in order to consider the
effect of local demand. This though is not investigated in this thesis, it can be considered
as a further investigation in the future works, which will also be worthwhile to compare it
against voltage dependant characteristics Q(V).

4.3 Coordination and design of Q(P) characteristics

In the APD reactive power characteristic shown in Fig. 4.2a,the general relationship be-
tween active and reactive power of a PV system is defined as follows:

Q=

{
m(P−Pth) P> Pth

0 P< Pth
(4.1)

wherem is a slope factor andPth is an active power threshold above which the PV system
commences consuming reactive power to regulate the voltage. Therefore, in the APD
method two parameters must be defined for each PV system.

Figs. 4.2b and 4.2c provides a comprehensive picture of characteristics of the proposed
APD method that will be discussed in detail. In this method, aunique slope is designated
to each PV system while active power thresholds can be eitheridentical or non-identical.
Once the feed-in power passes the power threshold, reactivepower compensation unit kicks
in to regulate the voltage to the steady-state limit based onits designated slope factor. In
the proposed APD method, the voltage sensitivity matrix is employed to coordinate these
two parameters among PV systems along a radial feeder by regulating either the target-bus
(TB) voltage or the voltage profile (VP).
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CHARACTERISTIC Q(P)
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Figure 4.2: (a) General characteristic of APD reactive power Q(P);(b) characteristic curves
of the proposed APD method at the presence of identical threshold; (c) characteristic curves
of the proposed APD method at the presence of non-identical thresholds.

The voltage sensitivity matrix is calculated for the maximum net load/generation, i.e.
generation minus load, without voltage support scheme. This point is called critical oper-
ating point. For the defined critical operating point an adequate amount of reactive power
is calculated that can cancel out the associated maximum overvoltage. If the calculated
reactive power eliminates the maximum overvoltage, one canalso intuitively assume over-
voltage cancelation for all other less severe cases compared to the critical operating point.
In other words, the critical operating point is the worst case scenario, which is considered
as a designing criterion to ensure over-voltage cancelation for any other cases. The voltage
deviation required to remain under the steady-state voltage limit is considered as a measure
to find the active power thresholds. The threshold levels areadjusted in such a way to keep
the target-bus voltage (the most critical voltage) under the steady-state voltage limit. In-
formation from the voltage magnitude sensitivity sub-matrices are used to derive the slope
factors to regulate the target-bus or the whole voltage profile, whichever case is chosen.
In the following subsections, it is first discussed how to derive the slope factors and later
explained how to adjust the active power thresholds.
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4.3.1 Computing the slope factors

The proposed APD method uses the voltage sensitivity matrixto locally regulate either the
TB voltage in a radial feeder or the VP of a radial feeder with several PV systems.

Target-bus voltage regulation

Concerning the ideal voltage regulation, based on (3.11) itis possible to regulate reac-
tive power of each PV system at each node in such a way to make the target-bus voltage
deviation zero as follows:

∆VTB = 0=
n

∑
i=1

(
SV

P i,TB∆Pi +SV
Q i,TB∆Qi

)
(4.2)

wheren is the number of PV systems,∆VTB is the voltage deviation at the target-bus,
SV

Pi,TB andSV
Qi,TB are respectively voltage magnitude sensitivity indices atthe target-bus

with respect to active and reactive power corresponding to the busi. The controlled rela-
tion between active and reactive power variations of each PVsystem can be expressed as
follows:

∆Qi = mi∆Pi

(Qi −Qth,i) = mi(Pi −Pth,i) (4.3)

wheremi , the slope factor at the busi, is assigned to be the value obtained by substituting
(4.3) into (4.2):

mi =−
SV

P i,TB

SV
Q i,TB

(4.4)

Pth,i andQth,i are active and reactive power thresholds of the PV system at the busi. The
thresholdPth,i is specified as described in the next section. Since the APD voltage regula-
tion should kick in abovePth,i , Qth,i is, therefore, assumed zero. The choice of (4.4) ensures
voltage regulation by setting∆Q to cancel the left term of (4.2). By doing so, analogous to
(4.1), the required reactive power injections at each bus can be derived as follows:

Qi =

{
mi(Pi −Pth,i) Pi > Pth,i

0 Pi < Pth,i
∀i (4.5)

Eq. (4.5) can be rearranged to express the active power threshold level as a fraction of its
maximum power,P

′

thi = Pth,i/Pmax,i which is hereafter called simply threshold, as follows:

Qi =

{

miPmax,i(
Pi

Pmax,i
−P

′

th,i)
Pi

Pmax,i
> P

′

th,i

0 Pi
Pmax,i

< P
′

th,i

∀i (4.6)

wherePmax,i is the maximum power of thei-th PV system.
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Voltage profile regulation

In the previous subsection, the voltage at the target-bus isregulated and the main reactive
power pressure is imposed on the PV system at the target-bus in the case of thresholds with
equal values. It is, however, possible to regulate the voltage along the feeder by keeping
the voltage profile deviations at all nodes as close as possible to zero using the following
objective function:

min(mj )

(
n

∑
i=1

Wi

n

∑
j=1

(SV
P,i j +SV

Q,i j mj)
2

)

(4.7)

wheremj is the optimization variable and represents the relation between reactive and ac-
tive power variation at bus j (similar to Eq. (4.3)),SV

P,i j andSV
Q,i j are given parameters from

load-flow analysis at the critical operating point, andWi is a weighting factor parameter,
which determines the importance of the voltage regulation at bus i with respect to other
buses. TheWi could be set equal to each other, which in turn implies no priority con-
cerning voltage regulation. However, the target-bus voltage regulation is normally more of
concern, and so, one can attribute a larger wight factor to the target-bus. For instance, the
characteristic ofSV

Q can be employed to find a weight vector. The diagonal entries of SV
Q

depict the influence of the reactive power variation at one bus on the voltage at the same
bus. Therefore, normalized diagonal entries ofSV

Q can be used as a measure to determine
weighting parameters in order to indicate the importance ofvoltage regulation at each bus:

Wi =
SV

Q,ii
1
ntr(SV

Q)
. (4.8)

Computing the slope factors to minimize (4.7) uses the wholeinformation of the volt-
age sensitivity matrix. In other words, minimization of allvoltage deviations at all nodes
are addressed in (4.7) as compared to (4.2) where only considers the voltage deviation at
the target-bus and merely employs sensitivity entries corresponded to the target-bus. Once
the slope factors are computed, the required reactive powerat each bus can be derived
similar to (4.5).

4.3.2 Computing the thresholds

As discussed earlier, thresholds,P
′

th, are adjusted in a way to regulate the TB voltage to
steady-state voltage limit. The maximum deviation at the TBis

∆Vmax,TB =
(
Vmax,TB−V

)
(4.9)

whereVmax,TB is the maximum target-bus voltage that occurs at the critical operating point
andV is the steady-state upper voltage limit in LV grids.

The overvoltage∆Vmax,TB is due to the active power injections corresponding to the
left term within brackets of (3.11). The required under-excited reactive power to cancel the
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overvoltage is given by the equality

∆Vmax,TB =−
n

∑
i=1

(
SV

Q i,TB∆Qi
)
. (4.10)

The negative sign in (4.10) is due to under-excited nature ofthe required reactive power
that is basically negative in the defined Q(P) plane. Thus, the negative sign is used to match
both sides of the equivalence in (4.10).

In order to calculate the thresholds,∆Qi in (4.10) must be substituted by (4.3). In this
regard, there are two possible options. If thresholds are assumed to be identical, this leads
to unequal reactive power sharing among PV systems according to (4.6) and as shown in
Fig. 4.2b. If equal reactive power sharing among PV systems is desired, this at the critical
operating point means unequal thresholds as shown in Fig. 4.2c. Identical thresholds force
PV systems close the target-bus to contribute more reactivepower. By doing so, those PV
systems are more prone to excessive reactive power loading in their inverters. However, it
is possible to equally share reactive power among PV systemsat the critical operating point
using non-identical ratio values of active power thresholds. Equally distributing reactive
power among PV systems can prevent excessive reactive powerloading on PV inverters,
but it also results in higher total reactive power consumption.

Thus, the threshold can, generally, be derived in two ways asexplained below:

Identical thresholds,P
′

th iden

By substituting (4.3) in (4.10) and assuming identical thresholds, one deduces:

P
′

th = 1+
∆Vmax,TB

∑n
i=1miPmax,iSV

Q, TBi

. (4.11)

Non-identical thresholds,P
′

th non-iden

Considering the equal share of reactive power for each PV system at the critical operating
point, ∆Qi = −Qmax, according to (4.10) the required under-excited reactive power for
each PV system is calculated as follows:

Qmax=
∆Vmax,TB

∑n
i=1SV

Q,TBi

. (4.12)

Then, based on (4.3), the thresholds for each bus are calculated as follows:

P
′

th,i = 1+
Qmax

miPmax,i
i = 1, ...,n. (4.13)

4.4 Optimal coordination and design of Q(P) characteristics

The developed APD approach in the previous section comprises four different variants
for designing parameters of the APD reactive power characteristic, namely 1) target-bus
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voltage regulation with identical thresholds (APD TB iden), 2) target-bus voltage regula-
tion with non-identical thresholds (APD TB non-iden), 3) voltage profile regulation with
identical thresholds (APD VP iden), and 4) voltage profile regulation with non-identical
thresholds (APD VP non-iden). Though Paper IV provides a detailed discussion regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of each variant, the final optimal choice of the variant
is left to users. The APD Q(P) characteristic design methodspresented in Section 4.3 are
further developed in Paper V, and the fundamental concept ofthis alternative approach is
discussed in this section. The main aim of the new approach isdeveloping an optimization
formulation that can streamline deployment of the APD design concept presented in Sec-
tion 4.3 to optimally coordinate the APD Q(P) parameters among PV systems within the
grid.

4.4.1 Optimization formulation

The objective of the new proposed method is to design the slope and the threshold of
Q(P) characteristics in such a way to minimize the sum of the hatched areas in Fig. 4.2a.
The total area is related to the total reactive power consumption, but not exactly since the
probability of different consumption levels is not constant. In this regard, the following
objective function is proposed

min(Qmax,i , Pth,i)

n

∑
i=1

((
Pmax,i −Pth,i

)
Qmax,i

)
(4.14)

wherePth,i andQmax,i are optimization variables, and, respectively, are the active power
threshold and the maximum required reactive power of the Q(P) characteristic for thei− th
PV system. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2a, the slopemi is a dependant variable, which is a by-
product of the optimization variables.

4.4.2 Constraints

The theoretical concept behind the APD method in addition tosome new concepts is em-
ployed to figure out the constraints of the proposed objective function. Accordingly, the
proposed objective function must be subjected to the following constraints:

I. Voltage regulation

The main goal of using Q(P) characteristics is to eliminate the TB overvoltage at the critical
operating point by generating a proper set of reactive powercandidates that satisfies the
defined equality in (4.10).
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II. Maximum reactive power contribution

The reactive power contribution of PV systems is limited according to the GGC regulation;
thus, to comply with the GGC standard, theQmax,i is subjected to

0≤ Qmax,i ≤ Pmax,i

√

1
cos2ϕmax,i

−1 (4.15)

III. The slope limit

The rate of reactive power changes versus active power variations depends on the slope, and
in order to limit rapid changes of reactive power, the slope factor of the Q(P) characteristic
has to be limited. This limit is defined using the sensitivities. Based on sensitivities in
(3.11), the voltage deviations of buses within the grid can be represented by
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Substituting∆Qi in (4.16) by (4.3), according to the controlled relation between active
and reactive power variations of each PV system, gives
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 (4.17)

whereα ji is defined as follows:

α ji = SV
P j,i + miS

V
Q j,i (4.18)

If all αs become non-positive, voltage variations∆V will be suppressed for any increase in
production of PV systems. Accordingly,mi is limited as follows

mi ≤−
SV

P j,i

SV
Q j,i

∀ j (4.19)

So, the maximum value ofmi that satisfies (4.19) for all cases is selected as the slope of
the i − th PV system.
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Table 4.1: Qualitative Comparison.

Method Voltage
Regulation1

Reactive
Power2

Inverter
Loading3

Total
Loss4

APD TB iden +++ ++ o ++
APD TB non-iden +++ o +++ +

APD VP iden +++ + +++ ++
APD VP non-iden +++ + +++ ++

Optimal APD +++ +++ +++ +++
GGC - - - - ++ - -

∗+++ superior, ++ very good, + good, o average, - poor, - - inferior

[1] Regulate the voltage to steady-state limit
[2] Causing less reactive power consumption
[3] Decreasing reactive power loading in PV inverters
[4] Causing less active power loss by reactive power

4.5 Results and discussion

The proposed methods are applied to a utility LV grid locatedat Northern Jutland in
Denmark, consisted of eight feeders and thirty five buses. The results demonstrate that
the proposed methods considerably reduce reactive power usage as well as active power
losses caused by reactive power injections as compared to the GGC standard characteristic.
Moreover, the results show the advantage of optimization formulation in the optimal APD
method. A qualitative comparison of the proposed methods with the state of the art, which
is the GGC method, is provided in Table 4.1. More detailed canbe found in Papers IV and
V.



Chapter 5

Voltage dependent reactive power
characteristics Q(V)

This chapter depicts how the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix in association with
droop control concept can be used through a multi-objectivedesign to optimally coordinate
characteristics of the droop-based voltage reactive poweramong PV systems in radial
distribution feeders. Along with Paper VI is introduced.

5.1 Introduction

The APD reactive power characteristic Q(P) cannot explicitly address voltage limits; this
is considered as a shortcoming of the APD method. The GGC alsoadmits this lack and
thereby recommends network voltage dependent reactive power regulation methods, Q(V),
in the near future. Nevertheless, the GGC does not propose any specific Q(V) character-
istic. A grid impedance-adaptive Q(V) approach has been proposed in [64] that requires
the PV inverter to measure the grid impedance. In the case of multiple PV systems, the
lack of a synchronized injection signal contributes to a lowaccuracy of impedance mea-
suring [52, 65] and the performance of the Q(V) can negatively be affected. It was shown
in [66] that for different LV grid classes a set of static parameters can be found by trial and
error for grid impedance based Q(V) characteristic to get sub-optimal but still acceptable
performance. An improved Q(V) algorithm is proposed in [15,67]; however, it needs a
communication infrastructure to transmit all nodal information to a centralized controller
in order to dispatch the minimum reactive power among PV systems. Investing for a com-
munication infrastructure may be costly and there may be reliability challenges, so there is
a need of an alternative approach.

There is a need to develop Q(V) characteristics that are based on local information, but
still take account of the system’s structure and dependencies, and minimize reactive power
consumption and total line losses caused by reactive power.Information about the effects
of a local injection on power flow are described by the voltagesensitivity matrix. The
voltage sensitivity matrix, as discussed in the previous chapter, has been widely employed.

41
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The droop control concept has been primarily utilized in power systems with multiple
generators and converters to droop frequency of each sourcewith its delivered active power
in order to share the load among them [68,69]. However, it canalso be employed to share
the reactive power by drooping the voltage.

The main contribution of this chapter is utilizing the voltage sensitivity matrix and the
droop control concept to systematically coordinate and optimize the Q(V) characteristic
of each PV system in a radial grid using only local measurements in order to regulate
the voltage profile under the upper steady-state voltage limit. A multi-objective design is
taken into consideration to optimally adjust the settings of individual droop-based Q(V)
characteristics of PV systems such that the reactive power consumption profile and total
line losses profile are minimized.

5.1.1 Drooping technique background

Droop control is a well-known concept in conventional powersystems used primarily for
the load sharing among multiple generation units [68, 69]. In this method, the frequency
of each generation unit is allowed to droop in accordance with its delivered active power
in order to share the system load. Analogous with the frequency droop control, drooping
voltage magnitude via reactive power can provide the possibility of sharing reactive power
among generation units. Power flow concept between two generation sources can basically
demonstrate the theory of load and reactive power sharing methods. For instance, active
and reactive power flow between two voltage sources,V1 andV2, can be derived as follows:

P=V1
R(V1−V2cos(δ1− δ2))+XV2sin(δ1− δ2)

R2+X2 (5.1)

Q=V1
X (V1−V2cos(δ1− δ2))−RV2sin(δ1− δ2)

R2+X2 (5.2)

Assuming that the resistance is negligible, which is the case in HV grids, and the dif-
ference betweenδ1 andδ2 is small, one can easily see that active and reactive power are
predominately controlled by power angle, which in turn related to the frequency, and volt-
age magnitude, respectively. In LV feeders, however, the R/X ratios are generally large
and thus the reactance term (X) becomes much smaller than resistance. By doing so, the
voltage magnitude and angle in LV grids are mainly affected by active power and reactive
power, respectively. Nevertheless, [25] shows that the conventional droop approaches in
interconnected HV systems can be applied in the same manner in LV grids. However, with
regard to the line losses and the inverter loading, voltage regulation through reactive power
in LV grids may be less effective for feeders with high R/X ratios. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to develop a method to be able to minimize the reactive power consumption required
for voltage support.

5.2 Formulation of DBV regulation

In the DBV regulation method, the local voltage of the connection point of a PV system
is directly employed as an input to calculate the required local reactive power to regu-
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Q (V)
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over-excited

mi

Qi

Figure 5.1: Characteristic curve of reactive power droop with voltage level.

late the voltage. Therefore, the consumption of reactive power can be explicitly managed
by severity of the voltage violation. Consequently, using the Q(V) method can prevent
unnecessary reactive power consumption in contrast to Q(P)method, which employs the
delivered power of the generation unit as an input.

In the DBV method, the general relation between reactive power of a PV system and
the local grid voltage is defined as follows:

Q=

{
m(V −Vth) V >Vth

0 V <Vth
(5.3)

wherem is the slope factor (kVar/V) andVth is the voltage threshold above which the PV
system must absorb reactive power to mitigate the voltage. Therefore, the DBV character-
istic has two parameters that must be defined for each PV system.

Fig. 5.1 provides a general picture of the DBV characteristic. Vd is the drooped voltage
at the critical operating point, which occurs for maximum net load/generation, and∆Q is
the required reactive power to push the critical voltage value back under the steady-state
voltage limit. Thus,m can be calculated as follows:

m=
∆Q

Vd −Vth
(5.4)

In the proposed DBV method, the voltage sensitivity matrix is employed to coordinate
the slope factor and the voltage threshold of each PV system along a radial feeder by
considering overvoltage at the target-bus on the feeder, where the maximum critical voltage
deviation occurs. This worst case deviation occurs for the maximum net load/generation
point. The maximum voltage deviation with respect to the upper steady-state voltage limit
has to be canceled, hence, the∆Q required in (5.4) is computed using the voltage sensitivity
matrix computed at the maximum net load/generation operating point.

5.2.1 Computing the parameters of Q(V) characteristic

The maximum voltage deviation from the upper steady-state voltage limit in (4.9) occurs
at the target-bus and at the presence of the critical operating point. It was shown in (4.10)
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that it is possible to regulate reactive power of each PV system at each node in such a way
to compensate the last-bus voltage deviation. However, thechallenge is how to associate
the ∆Q in (4.10) with individual PV systems in order to properly distribute the required
reactive power of each PV system along the feeder.

Obviously, the drooped voltage of the target-bus,Vd,TB, must be equal toV; once the
required reactive power of each PV is known, the drooped voltage for the rest of buses can
be calculated by the following equation

Vd,i =Vcri,i −
n

∑
j=1

(
SV

Q,i j ∆Q j
)

(5.5)

whereVcri,i is the critical voltage at the busi at the presence of the critical operating point.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, theVd,i should be higher than the correspondingVth,i . Thus, if
the calculatedVd,i is lower, the corresponding∆Qi in (4.10) must be set to zero because
the corresponding PV should not contribute reactive power according to (5.3) and the other
injections (∆Q j , i 6= j) must be recalculated.

By having the value of the voltage threshold and the requiredreactive power of each
PV system, the corresponding slope factor is calculated based on (5.4).

In the DBV method, the voltage threshold and∆Qof each PV system can be determined
through two approaches, namely multi-objective DBV designand equal reactive power
sharing, that will be explained in the following subsections.

5.2.2 Approach I: Multi-objective DBV design

The slope factor and the voltage threshold of the DBV characteristic for each PV system
can be determined through an optimization that will be explained in the following subsec-
tions.

Objective Function

In the proposed multi-objective approach, three differenttarget objectives are minimized,
namely maximum reactive power consumption, maximum line losses caused by reactive
power, and overall profile of reactive power consumption. The general form of the pro-
posed objective function is:

max(∆Q,Vth)





w1× f1(∆Q) +
w2× f2(∆Q,Vth) −

w3× f3(∆Q)



 (5.6)

where target objectives are weighted by factorsw1−w3. How to set the weighting factors
depends on the DSO’s choice of what is the main concern. In Paper VI, these factors were
chosen to weight in a similar manner the three target objectives included in the objective
function, w1=w2=w3. This value selection implies an equal optimization priority among
the three target objectives.
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• Target Objective 1:
The required reactive power for PV systems can be chosen in such a way to minimize
the sum of individual reactive power consumption of each PV system at the critical
operating point in (4.10). Thus, the first objective target is formulated as follows:

f1 =
n

∑
i=1

∆Qi (5.7)

Since the nature of under-excited reactive power is assumedto be negative, the ob-
jective target is considered by positive sign in the objective function (5.6).

• Target Objective 2:
The first objective target only minimizes the total reactivepower consumption at the
critical operating point. However, since the system’s operating points vary, it is re-
quired to minimize the reactive power usage over the range ofvoltages experienced,
represented by the hatched triangle in Fig. 5.1. The hatchedarea is related to the re-
active power consumption, but not exactly since the probability of different voltage
levels is not constant. Nevertheless, minimizing the sum ofhatched areas of all Q(V)
characteristics can reduce the total reactive power consumption. Therefore, the volt-
age threshold in the DBV characteristic can be adjusted in such a way to minimize
the reactive power profile over the voltage profile through the following objective
target:

f2 =
n

∑
i=1

∆Qi
(
Vd,i −Vth,i

)
(5.8)

Similar to the previous objective target, due to the negative nature of under-excited
reactive power, this objective target is also considered with positive sign in (5.6).

• Target Objective 3:
Since consumption profile of reactive power is minimized in (5.8), the profile of line
losses is, in turn, supposed to be minimized. Nevertheless,the active power loss
caused by reactive power at the critical point can also be minimized. According to
(3.12), the variation of total line losses caused by reactive power variation is:

∆PL =
n

∑
i=1

SL
Qi∆Qi (5.9)

Therefore, in order to minimize the line losses one should minimize the right hand
side of (5.9)

f3 =
n

∑
i=1

SL
Qi∆Qi (5.10)

Since both multiplying terms in (5.10) are negative, this objective target must be
considered with negative sign in (5.6).
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Optimization variables

In the proposed optimization, the decision variables are reactive power consumption,∆Q,
and threshold voltage,Vth, at the critical operating point.

Constraints

In order to find a proper, feasible set of candidate solutionsfollowing constraints must be
fulfilled:

• Constraint 1:
The main goal of the DBV method is to eliminate the maximum overvoltage at the
worst case operating point; hence, the set of candidate reactive power values has to
fulfill this criterion by satisfying the equality in (4.10).

• Constraint 2:
Reactive power consumption imposes extra loading on PV inverters as well as the
grid transformers. In this regard, as also mentioned earlier, the GGC limit the amount
of reactive power to a specific value based on the size of PV systems. Therefore,
reactive power of each PV system should stay within the following band

−Pmax,i

√
(

1
cos2φmax,i

−1

)

≤ ∆Qi ≤ 0 (5.11)

wherePmax,i and cosφmax,i are the maximum generation power and the minimum
allowable power factor of the PV system at the busi.

• Constraint 3:
The analysis of unit characteristics is based on the assumption that they contribute
appropriately to limit the voltage of the target bus, which in a radial feeder, normally,
happens to be the last bus downstream on the feeder. This neednot in general to be
true but normally occurs in the worst case of light load and full PV production condi-
tions without any voltage support. In this case voltages will increase monotonically
along a radial feeder. Hence to preserve the analysis intended in (4.10), the voltage
thresholds

1<Vth,1 <Vth,2 < ... <Vth,n <Vd,n =V (5.12)

• Constraint 4:
Each PV system on the feeder can contribute reactive power ifand only if its corre-
sponding drooped voltage in (5.5) drops below its corresponding voltage threshold.
Therefore, according to the negative nature of under-excited reactive power,∆Qi ≤ 0,
the following constraint must be satisfied for all PV systems:

∆Qi
(
Vd,i −Vth,i

)
≤ 0 (5.13)
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which is met when first there is a need for under-exited reactive power contribution
(non-positive∆Qi) at thei − th PV system, and second the drooped voltage of the
same PV system is greater than the corresponding voltage threshold.

• Constraint 5:
The slope factor in the Q(V) characteristic shown in Fig. 5.1is a dependent variable,
which is a byproduct of the decision variables and the drooped voltage derived in
(5.4). Since one does not want to have rapid changes in reactive power support just
because of a small change in load and/or solar irradiance, the slope factor has to be
limited. This limit is defined by use of the sensitivities. According to Fig. 5.1, for a
voltage variation at the busi above the voltage threshold, the required reactive power
variation at the same bus is given by

∆Qi = mi∆Vi (5.14)

According to (3.11), the relation between the voltage variation at the busi and the
reactive power variation at the same bus can be related by

∆Vi ≥−SV
Qi,i∆Qi (5.15)

By substituting (5.14) in (5.15), one can get

mi ≥−
1

SV
Qi,i

(5.16)

5.2.3 Approach II: Equal reactive power sharing

The general tendency in the approach I of DBV method is that PVsystems at the beginning
of the feeder contribute less or no reactive power for the voltage regulation compared to
PV systems at the end, and so, the main reactive power pressure would be imposed on PV
systems located downstream on the feeder. This in turn, depending upon the maximum
overvoltage level, may result in overloading at the corresponding PV inverters. Therefore,
one possible option is to set∆Qi in (4.10) equal to each other in order to take the advantage
of all PV systems in the grid and, moreover, to prevent disparity between PV owners.
Then, the equal required reactive power,∆Qi = q, can be easily calculated from (4.10).
Nevertheless, as it is demonstrated in Paper VI, this causesmore overall reactive power
consumption and line losses.

Apart from the∆Q setting in the DBV characteristics, the voltage thresholdsmust
also be adjusted to provide the possibility of equal reactive power sharing among all PV
systems. Therefore, it is important to find a set of voltage thresholds that can guarantee the
participation of the nearer upstream PV systems on the feeder. Hence, since the first PV
system on the feeder has the least participation tendency, the maximum possible voltage
threshold of the first PV system that allows its participation is considered as a criterion to
find the rest of voltage thresholds. The maximum voltage threshold of the first PV system
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coincides with its corresponding minimum slope factor. Therefore, the maximum voltage
threshold of the first PV system on the feeder can easily be calculated as follows

Vth,1 =Vd,1−
q

mmin1
(5.17)

In order to determine the rest of voltage thresholds, the netload/generation of all PV
systems is monotonically and simultaneously increased andin the mean time the first-
bus voltage is tracked; once the maximum voltage threshold appears at the first bus, the
voltages of other buses represent the rest of voltage thresholds.

5.3 Results and discussion

The DBV method are applied to a LV radial test grid consisted of five PV-equipped houses,
connected via a step-down transformer to a medium voltage grid, presented in Paper VI.
However, the DBV method further developed and applied to a larger system presented in
Paper VII. The result demonstrate that the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix in asso-
ciation with a multi-objective design can be used to optimally coordinate characteristics of
the droop-based voltage regulation among PV systems in the radial feeders. It is shown that
the total reactive power consumption and associated lossesare lower in the multi-objective
approach, which also finds better combinations ofVth and∆Q that not only reduce max-
imum reactive power consumption and line losses at the critical operating point but also
decline the reactive power consumption profile, as comparedto the equal reactive power. It
is also shown in the test case that a characteristic minimizing of reactive power consump-
tion and line losses has higher and narrower ranges of activation for each PV, and a large
slope, with the effect that voltage deviations are compensated only when they approach the
highest allowable value. At the other extreme, a characteristic that instead results in equal
sharing by PVs is shown to require wider activation ranges and lower gains, but to also
incur the penalty of higher losses and reactive power consumption. If the narrow activation
range is considered as a problem then possible extension is adding additional constraints on
activation range and other parameters to accommodate practical issues. Moreover, in the
future scenarios if consuming reactive power by household PV systems come along with
the cost penalties, finding a mechanism to equally share the penalty of reactive power may
be more efficient than equally distributing reactive power among household PV systems.



Chapter 6

Static equivalent model

This chapter describes the use of gray-box modeling conceptin system identification to
develop a static equivalent model of distribution grids with high level penetrations of PV
systems embedded with voltage support schemes. This chapter also introduces Paper VII.

6.1 Introduction

Generally speaking, traditional power systems feed power via transmission lines to dis-
tribution grids, where the majority of power system loads are installed. In contemporary
power systems, this, however, may not be the case because theintegration of distributed
generation units such as PV systems into distribution gridshas resulted in pumping power
to transmission lines in light load conditions. Therefore,a different response behavior
of distribution grids in terms of active and reactive power variations versus voltage vari-
ations on the transmission side can be expected. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, high
penetration of PV systems into distribution grids can causelocal problems such as over-
voltage [2, 9, 11–19]; using reactive power based schemes tosupport voltage may even
change more the power-voltage characteristics of distribution grids. Hence, with a rapid
transformation of pure consumers to prosumers, modelling of active distribution grids is
important for studying future smart grids.

Normally, the dimension of distribution grids is high due tolarge number of sections,
branches and load points as compared to a power transmissionsystem with generation and
transmission [31]. On the other hand, the real size of a powersystem can basically be quite
big and, therefore, considering a detailed distribution grid to study the power system is
neither practical nor necessary. Running a power system simulation including a complex,
detailed distribution grid is cumbersome and, hence, it is important to have a simple model
that can encapsulate the general behavior of the complex distribution grid in order to fa-
cilitate the investigation of power systems. In other words, if the area of investigation is
the transmission system, considering the distribution grid with its all dimension is ineffi-
cient. Besides, even considering the whole dimension of thedistribution grid to only study
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one part of it, is not appropriate. Hence, there is a need to find a simple equivalent of the
distribution grid that still can provide reasonable precision.

The aggregated static model of traditional distribution grids is normally represented
by the constant impedance, constant current and constant power load model (ZIP load
model) [32–37]. Distributed renewable energy sources suchas PV systems are tradition-
ally addressed as a negative load in the aggregation of loadsand PV systems [38–41].
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, high penetrations of PV systems in contemporary dis-
tribution grids can change the behaviour of distribution grids. Equipping PV systems with
voltage support schemes such as the standardCosφ(P) characteristic required by German
Grid Codes (GGC) [29] may even cause more changes in the power-voltage behavior of
distribution grids. For instance, the feed-in power of PV systems in theCosφ(P) charac-
teristic is directly imported as a feedforward signal to estimate the required reactive power.
Therefore, PV systems not only change the behaviour of the grid in terms of active power
but also in terms of reactive power. However, these issues have not been addressed in static
aggregation of contemporary distribution grids in the literature. Accordingly, it is needed
to develop a new equivalent model of contemporary distribution grids that can capture the
dominant behavior of PV systems embedded with voltage support schemes.

The main contribution of this chapter is developing a staticequivalent of the distribu-
tion grid consisting of large number of PV systems equipped with voltage support schemes
by the use of the gray-box modelling concept in system identification. In the proposed
model, distributed PV systems within the grid are represented as a separate entity in the
aggregation, and loads are also aggregated as a separate ZIPequivalent. In the proposed
procedure, all inputs and outputs are measured at the feeding point, which is the boundary
point between the part of the distribution grid that is of concern to be aggregated (lower-
level grid) and the rest of the grid (higher-level grid). Thevoltage at the feeding point
serves as the input, while the outputs are the net generation/consumption active and reac-
tive power of the ZIP/PV equivalent. The proposed static equivalent model of the distri-
bution grid is formulated for load-flow studies that can simply be integrated into load-flow
programs and replace the true distribution grid, while still can keep the overall accuracy
high.

6.2 Backbone of equivalencing procedure

Developing an equivalent model is mathematically an identification problem. Depending
upon the available physical information and insight of the true system, there are three
choices for the model structure, namely black box, gray box and white box [70]. In the
black-box model, the topology of the true system is not knownand merely the input and
output data of the true system are available, which the aim isto map the input data set
to the output data set by adjusting free parameters such thatthe output of the equivalent
model becomes as similar as possible to the true system. In the white-box model, as the
other extreme case, not only the topology of the true system is known, but also the physical
components and their associated composition rates are alsoavailable. Thus, the task in the
white-box model is to find an exact mathematical model of the true system. In many cases
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developing such a model can be complex and may deviate from the purpose of developing
a simple equivalent model. The gray-box modeling is something in between, in which the
topology of the true system is available but not the exact components and their composition
rate. Hence, there are still number of free parameters that must be estimated via the system
identification and, in this regard, the aim in the gray-box model is to identify the free
parameters based on the observed data behavior similar to the black-box model.

The physical structure of distribution grids is known; however, physical components
of demand and their composition rates are not available. Therefore, one can select a gray-
box model to develop a load equivalent. The dominant physical behavior of the true grid
is represented via a set of equations in the described gray-box model, and the mismatch
between the model and the true grid is left to an optimizationprocess to estimate the free
parameters of the gray-box model.

The gray-box load modeling has been addressed in the previous literature [35–37,71].
A dynamic equivalent of a MicroGrid, which consists of only solid oxide fuel cells and
high speed single shaft microturbines, was developed usingthe gray-box model along with
evolutionary particle swarm optimization algorithm for identifying equivalent parameters
in [71]. The dynamic equivalent of an active distributed network was developed using
gray-box model and MATLAB System Identification Toolbox forparameter estimation
purpose [35–37]. However, equivalents of distribution grids comprising large amount of
PV systems embedded with voltage control scheme have not been addressed in the litera-
ture yet.

6.3 Set-up

In order to develop an equivalent model of a target distribution grid as a true system via the
gray-box model, the following steps must be carried out:

• selecting a proper equivalent topology that could capturethe dominant behavior of
the true system;

• formulating the corresponding equations of the selected topology;

• determining the inputs and outputs;

• estimating free parameters through the identification process;

• validating the performance of the identified free parameters of the equivalent model.

6.3.1 True system

The main objective of this study is to develop a static equivalent model of a true distribution
grid with a high penetration of PV systems embedded withCosφ(P) characteristic that
can be integrated into load-flow programs. Therefore, the true system, in this study, is
a distribution grid that consists of one feeding point; distribution transformers and lines;
individual loads at different nodes within the grid; and individual PV systems. The feeding
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point is the boundary point between the distribution level and a higher level grid, where
the equivalent of the distribution grid is to be obtained.

Active and reactive power of loads in the true grid are represented by constant impedance,
constant current, and constant power load model (ZIP model)

PL = PL0
(
αzV

2+αiV +αp
)

(6.1)

QL = QL0
(
βzV

2+βiV +βp
)

(6.2)

wherePL0 andQL0 are the load active and reactive power at the base voltage.αz, αi and
αp are the ZIP coefficient for active power that their sum must beequal to one. Besides,
βz, βi andβp are the ZIP coefficients for reactive power that also must have a sum equal
to one. Though simulated results using ZIP load model may deviate from the actual field
test results, the ZIP load model has been widely recommendedand utilized in majority
of system studies [32–37]. Therefore, in this study the ZIP load model is employed to
represent the behavior of the actual load model in the true system.

Furthermore, PV systems are assumed embedded with either the required GGC stan-
dard characteristiccosφ(P) represented in Fig. 4.1b or the DBV characteristic represented
in Fig. 5.1.

In order to roughly simulate field test results, quasi-static analysis of the true grid is de-
ployed to provide the simulated data of active power and reactive power versus the voltage
variation at the feeding-point of the grid.

In order to consider variations of solar and demand, different scenarios are investigated
for developing the equivalent load model. In each scenario,the state parameters of the grid
that represent the status of the grid are assumed known. The state parameters of the grid
are

1. the total load active power consumption within the grid atthe base voltagePL0,t ,
which is the sum of all individual loads at the base voltage

PL0,tot =
L

∑
i=1

PL0,i (6.3)

whereL is the number of loads within the grid;

2. power factor of individual loadscosφL0,i that in turn yields the total load reactive
power;

3. the total PV productionPpv,tot, which is the sum of all individual PV systems.

6.3.2 General layout of the equivalent

The general layout of the equivalent is depicted in Fig. 6.1.The topology of equivalent
model and formulating its corresponding equations are discussed in Section 6.4. As can be
seen in Fig. 6.1, the input of the equivalent model is the bus voltage at the feeding point
(V). State parameters of the grid are also imported to the equivalent model to determine
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V
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the equivalent model set-up.

the status of the equivalent model. The values of state parameters and the voltage can
vary within specific ranges. Thus, the free parameters of theequivalent model must be
estimated such that the output of the equivalent model can demonstrate similar behavior as
the output of the true system within the same ranges of variations in the state parameters
and the voltage. The outputs of the proposed equivalent model are the net active and
reactive power of the equivalent PV model and the equivalentload model.

6.3.3 Estimating free parameters

The flowchart of free parameters estimation process is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, where the
bus voltage at the feeding point serves as the input. The variation of V triggers the corre-
sponding variations in the load characteristics at each node in the true system. The larger
variation of the V provides a better insight into the load characteristic. Generally, voltage
variations bigger than 0.1 p.u. can demonstrate the voltagedependency behavior of the
load [33]. Under the V variations and grid state variables, the noise-free outputs of the true
systemPu andQu are obtained. In real case applications, however, there arealways some
noise and disturbance associated with measurements as wellas uncertainty at the load level
and its composition rate at each node. In other words, the noise is an inherited part of any
measurement based load modelling approach. Therefore, in this study, the noise-free sim-
ulated results are polluted with a Gaussian noise to resemble P andQ characteristics as a
real case application.

The V variations along with corresponding grid state parameters are also imported to
the gray-box model to estimatêP andQ̂. The difference between output of the true system
and the gray-box modele is fed back to the parameters tuning algorithm to estimate the free
parameters by minimizing the sum of squared errors (∑e2), which represents the model
error at the end.

In a nutshell, the procedure of estimating free parameters is summerized as follows:

• selecting N different feeding voltages;

• selecting M different scenarios for state parameters of the grid;
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Figure 6.2: Free parameter estimation process in the gray-box model.

• analysing the reaction of the true system for each case via load-flow analysis;

• estimating free parameters such that the equivalent provides a reaction which is as
close as possible to the one in the true system for all cases.

6.3.4 Model error

Any model identification method introduces a model error composed of two components,
namely bias error and the variance error [70]:

(Model error)2 = (Bias error)2+Variance error (6.4)

The bias error has to do with the model structure and basically demonstrates the systematic
deviation between the true system and the model structure. Normally, modelling a non-
linear process leaves a bias error. Bias error in aggregation of a distribution grid consisting
of various load components is unavoidable. Generally, increasing the flexibility of the
model by increasing the number of parameters will lead to lower bias error. Nevertheless,
the bias error and the variance error are in conflict and choosing a complex model results
in a larger variance error. It is shown in [70] that the variance error increases by number
of the parameters. The variance error depicts the deviationbetween estimated parameters
and their optimal value that happens due to using a finite and noisy data set. Moreover,
it can be shown that regardless of the model, for a large training data set (data set that is
employed to estimate the parameters) the variance error approximately has a linear relation
with the number of free parametersn as follows:

variance error∼ σ
n
N

(6.5)
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whereσ is the noise variance and N is the number of training data samples [70]. Therefore,
the fewer the parameters, the more accurate the estimation is. In regard to this fact, it can
be shown that among all models that describe a process accurately, the simplest one causes
lowest error [70]. Moreover, it is obvious that the larger training data sets can cancel out
the noise impact and lower the variance error.

With that being said, due to the bias/variance error dilemma, the model should be
neither too simple nor too complex and instead somewhere in between.

6.3.5 Optimization problem

Identification task is an optimization problem and so an objective function must be for-
mulated. The root mean square error (RMSE) is a frequently used measure to evaluate
residuals between the predicted model values and actual values observed from the true
system. As discussed earlier, the number of training data sets plays a key role in the ac-
curacy of the model identification. Thus, assuming M as the number of the data sets, the
RMSEs of active and reactive power associated withith data set are represented as follows:

Epi =

√

∑N
i=1

(
Pi − P̂i

)2

N
(6.6)

Eqi =

√

∑N
i=1

(
Qi − Q̂i

)2

N
(6.7)

since the value of P and Q can vary significantly in different data sets, the relative RMSEs
of Epi andEqi are employed

epi =
Epi

Pi
(6.8)

eqi =
Eqi

Qi
(6.9)

wherePi andQi are the average active and reactive power of theith data set, respectively.
Therefore, the proposed objective function for the model identification is

min

(
M

∑
i=1

(
e2

pi +e2
qi

)

)

(6.10)

Here, it is assumed that the relative RMSEs of P and Q are of equal importance. However,
if the DSO has other priorities, then one can add different weighting factors.

It will be shown in the next section that the formulated optimization problem in this
study is non-linear. Generally, there are two types of non-linear optimization techniques,
namely local optimization techniques and global optimization techniques. As it stems
from the name of non-linear local optimization techniques,the found optimum via these
techniques is a local optimum located in the vicinity of the initial guess without searching
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Figure 6.3: Equivalent ZIP/PV model.

other parameter space and, therefore, the performance of them heavily depends upon the
starting point guess. Nevertheless, the convergence speedin local optimization techniques
are relatively higher than global techniques. Global techniques, on the one hand, try to
escape from being trapped in a local optimum by searching through the entire parameter
space, but on the other hand the convergence speed to any optimum is likely slow. Thus, it
is a good idea to employ a hybrid procedure using a global optimization technique to get
near the region of parameter space that the optimum may lie and then feeding the estimated
free parameter to a local optimization technique to find the optimum [70]. In this study, the
genetic algorithm is employed to find the region and sequential quadratic programming is
used to find the optimum.

6.4 Model structure

According to what discussed, in order to reduce the model error, there has to be a com-
promise with the flexibility of equivalent topology. Therefore, the proposed equivalent
topology (Model I) consists of only a ZIP equivalent of load next to an equivalent of PV
systems, which will be discussed in the following. The quality of proposed model is ex-
amined against the traditional way of addressing PV systemsas the negative load (Model
II).

6.4.1 Model I: ZIP/PV equivalent

The schematic of the proposed equivalent ZIP/PV model is shown in Fig. 6.3. The equiva-
lent model consists of 1) a ZIP equivalent load model; 2) a PV equivalent associated with
an equivalentcosφ(P) characteristic.

The ZIP load model is described by the following set of equations

PL,eq = PL0,tot
(
αZV2+αIV +αP

)
(6.11)

QL,eq = QL0,tot
(
βZV2+βIV +βP

)
(6.12)

wherePL,eq andQL,eq are the active and reactive power of the equivalent ZIP load,respec-
tively. PL0,tot andQL0,tot are total active and reactive power at the base voltage.αZ, αI and
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αP are, respectively, constant impedance part, constant current part and constant power
part of active power of the equivalent ZIP load that must satisfy the constraint in (6.13). In
the same way,βZ, βI andβP are, respectively, constant impedance part, constant current
part and constant power part of reactive power of the equivalent ZIP load that are subjected
to the constraint in (6.14).

αZ +αI +αP = 1 (6.13)

βZ+βI +βP = 1 (6.14)

Depending upon the employed voltage support scheme in the true system, the equivalent
PV in the proposed gray-box model is represented in either ofthe following two ways:

1) GGC characteristic

If the PV systems in the true system are equipped with the GGC standard characteristic,
the equivalent of PV systems is depicted by the following setof equations:

Ppv,eq = αpvPpv,tot (6.15)

cosφpv,eq = mpv,eq
(
Ppv,eq−Pth,eq

)
(6.16)

Qpv,eq = Ppv,eq

√

1

(cosφpv,eq)
2 −1 (6.17)

wherePpv,eq andQpv,eq are active and reactive power of the equivalent PV model.Ppv,tot

is the total generated active power by PV units in the true system. αpv represents the mis-
match of losses via lines. The voltage support characteristic of the equal PV system shown
in Fig. 6.4 is assumed to be similar to the standard characteristic of the GGC. Neverthe-
less, in the proposed ZIP/PV equivalent model, the slope andthe threshold power of the
cosφ(P) characteristic for the equivalent PV model are free parameters and their tuning
is left to the identification process. In this regard,mpv,eq andPth,eq are the slope and the
threshold power of the equivalentcosφ(P) characteristic. The motivation to have different
P and Q modelling in the equivalent PV model are owing to the following reasons:

• it is assumed that the total generated active power by PV units in the true system is
available and not the individual PV production;

• reactive power of PV systems is functioning via a piecewisecharacteristic with re-
spect to the feed-in power of PV systems.

It is also worth mentioning that the loss for reactive power is accommodated via the free
parameters assigned to model the equivalent reactive powerof PV systems.

Based on (6.11), (6.12), (6.15) and (6.17), the equivalent active and reactive power at
the feeding point can be stated as follows:

Peq = PL,eq−Ppv,eq (6.18)

Qeq = QL,eq−Qpv,eq (6.19)
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Figure 6.5: DBV characteristic curve of the equivalent PV model.

Therefore, there exists, as demonstrated in the following vector, nine free parameters in
the proposed ZIP/PV model that must be estimated via the proposed optimization process.

[
αZ αI αP βZ βI βP αpv mpv,eq Pth,eq

]
(6.20)

2) DBV characteristic

If the PV systems in the true system are equipped with DBV characteristics, the equivalent
reactive power must be modelled in a different way in comparison with the GGC character-
istic. In this regard, equations corresponding to reactivepower of the equivalent PV system
(6.16) and (6.17) in the previous subsection must be replaced by the following equation

Qpv,eq= mpv,eq
(
V −Vth,eq

)
(6.21)

wherempv,eq andVth,eq are respectively the slope and the voltage threshold of the equivalent
Q(V) characteristic represented in Fig. 6.5.

Therefore, the free parameters in the proposed ZIP/PV modelwith the DBV equivalent
characteristic are as follows

[
αZ αI αP βZ βI βP αpv mpv,eq Vth,eq

]
(6.22)
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It is worth mentioning that parameters of the Q(V) characteristic (slope and voltage
threshold) of PV systems in the true system are set accordingto the proposed multi-
objective coordinated DBV approach in Chapter 5 to minimizereactive power consump-
tion. So, with the use of the Q(V) characteristic, one can expect a lower share of reactive
power as compared to the GGC standard characteristic employed in the previous subsec-
tion.

6.4.2 Model II: PV system as the negative load

Non-dispatchable renewable generation units such as solarpower productions are often
addressed as negative loads [38–41]. Hence, PV systems are not considered as a separate
entity. The following set of equations represent PV systemsas a negative load within the
ZIP load equivalent model:

Peq= (PL0,tot −Ppv,tot)
(
αZV2+αIV +αP

)
(6.23)

Qeq= (QL0,tot −Qpv,tot)
(
βZV2+βIV +βP

)
(6.24)

whereQpv,tot is the total reactive power consumptions by PV systems and inthe case of
using GGC characteristics derived based on the GGC characteristic in Fig 4.1b and total
active power production of PV systems. In the case of DBV method, Qpv,tot is the total
reactive power consumptions by PV systems at the base voltage.

As depicted in the following vector, there are therefore only six free parameters in this
equivalent model:

[
αZ αI αP βZ βI βP

]
(6.25)

6.5 Results and discussion

A utility distribution grid with eight feeders and thirty five buses is used as the test true
system to implement proposed equivalencing procedure. In this system with maximum
active and reactive demand of 515 kW and 170 kVar, the averageactive and reactive power
errors of the proposed ZIP/PV equivalent in the presence of the GGC characteristic were in
the range of 2.44kW (0.5%) and 3.84kvar (2.2%), respectively; and in the presence of the
DBV characteristics were in the range of 2.6 kW (0.5%) and 8.3 kvar (4.9%), respectively.
However, the average active and reactive power errors of thetraditional way in the presence
of the GGC characteristic were in the range of 8.61 kW (1.7%) and 6.55 kVar (3.8%),
respectively; and in the presence of the DBV characteristics were in the range of 9 kW
(1.75%) and 21.2 kVar (12.5%). The results demonstrate thatthe proposed equivalent
model not only reduces active and reactive errors as compared to the traditional way but
also represents a similar trajectory behavior inPeq(V) and Qeq(V) at the feeding point
as the true distribution grid does. Furthermore, it is shownthat the active power-voltage
behavior of the traditional model cannot be a proper representative of the true system for
different possible scenarios of consumption and production levels (e.g. in this case study
when the total production of PV systems goes beyond the totalload consumption level) due
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to inflexibility of the model that causes a bad parameter setting. It is also demonstrated that
in the case of PV systems equipped with DBV characteristics,the reactive power-voltage
characteristic of the traditional model cannot capture thepiecewise functioning behavior
of DBV characteristics embedded in PV systems. Besides, thetrajectory behavior of the
traditional way tangibly differs from the true grid even when the total load consumption
level is higher than the PV production level. Further details can be found in Paper VII.

Thus, in the current and future distribution grids with highlevel PV penetrations, it is
beneficial to address PV systems as a separate entity in the aggregation as demonstrated in
the proposed ZIP/PV equivalent.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

This chapter highlights the key conclusions of the thesis and summarizes ideas for future
research work.

7.1 Conclusions

Voltage profile control via reactive power contribution of PV systems can generally be done
in two ways: 1) directly controlling voltage at each bus to obtain a certain voltage profile
in which reactive power is indirectly regulated; 2) indirect control of voltage via reactive
power to support voltage profile in order to keep it within designated limits. In the latter,
reactive power is directly controlled. This thesis demonstrates that direct voltage control
in radial distribution grids to obtain a certain profile can cause interactions among PV
systems. In this regard, the features of voltage sensitivity matrix and concepts of relative
gain array as well as singular value decomposition in control science are employed to
first quantify interactions, and second, assess the possibility of decoupling interactions
among voltage controllers. The results demonstrate that the direct voltage control strategy
via PV systems for obtaining a certain voltage profile is not aproper solution. In other
words, it is beneficial to use reactive power to support voltage instead of directly controlling
it. In this regard, two main reactive power regulation strategies are developed, namely
coordinated active power dependent reactive power characteristic Q(P), and coordinated
droop-based voltage regulation characteristic Q(V). In these methods, voltage profile is
indirectly regulated via reactive power to remain within the designated limits instead of
deriving a certain profile.

This thesis accordingly demonstrates how advantages of thevoltage sensitivity matrix
allow systematic coordination of Q(P) characteristics among PV inverters while still using
local measurements. Two main parameters of the Q(P) characteristic for each PV system in
a distribution grid, namely the slope factor and the threshold, are specified based on analy-
sis of the voltage sensitivity matrix. The proposed approach regulates either the target-bus
voltage or the voltage profile for several nodes under the steady-state voltage limit. There-
fore, the slope factors are derived in two different ways. Moreover, the thresholds are also

61
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calculated via two different ways, namely identical threshold and equal reactive power
sharing. The results demonstrate that the proposed methodsare able to regulate the voltage
to the steady-state voltage limit, while the voltage regulation in the German Grid Codes
(GGC) method is not addressed. Since the four variants of theproposed method explicitly
include voltage limits, they can decrease the total required reactive power as well as active
power loss caused by reactive power in comparison with the GGC. The proposed method is
further developed by accommodating an optimization formulation to optimally coordinate
the Q(P) parameters among PV systems.

Further, this thesis demonstrates that the features of the voltage sensitivity matrix in
association with a multi-objective design can be used to optimally coordinate character-
istics of the droop-based voltage regulation among PV systems in radial feeders. Each
characteristic is specified by two main parameters, namely the voltage threshold and the
slope factor, which are determined based on the voltage sensitivity analysis and the multi-
objective approach in order to balance the individual reactive power distribution against
total reactive power consumption and line losses. It is shown in the test case that a charac-
teristic minimizing of reactive power consumption and linelosses has higher and narrower
ranges of activation for each PV, and a large slope, with the effect that voltage deviations
are compensated only when they approach the highest allowable value. At the other ex-
treme, a characteristic that instead results in equal sharing by PVs was shown to require
wider activation ranges and lower gains, but to also incur the penalty of higher losses and
reactive power consumption. If the narrow activation rangeis considered as a problem then
possible extension is adding additional constraints on activation range and other parameters
to accommodate practical issues. Moreover, in the future scenarios if consuming reactive
power by household PV systems come along with the cost penalties, finding a mechanism
to equally share the penalty of reactive power may be more efficient than equally distribut-
ing reactive power among household PV systems.

The application of proposed coordinated Q(P) and Q(V) methods may be regarded as
cumbersome since an adjustment of parameters, following the connection of any additional
PV system to the feeder, would be required by the DSO in order to use the proposed meth-
ods to their full capability. A more practical approach, however, is an implementation of
the proposed methods in the DSO’s long-term (strategic, i.e., 10-year ahead) network plan-
ning process. The DSO would pre-define the threshold and slope values for PV systems
in certain grid locations based on an expected future PV integration level and distribution
in the grid. While this may result in sub-optimal performance in the transitional period,
an optimal choice of parameters with regard to the finally expected grid stage would be
achieved.

Moreover, this thesis demonstrates that in the aggregationof modern distribution grids
with high level PV penetrations, it is beneficial to address PV systems as a separate en-
tity. In this regard, this thesis deploys the gray-box modelling concept to propose a new
static equivalent model of distribution grids with a high level penetration of PV systems
embedded with voltage support schemes. In the proposed model, PV systems within the
grid are aggregated as a separate entity in addition to the ZIP equivalent load. So, the
proposed structure of the equivalent consists of a ZIP equivalent load and a PV equivalent
embedded with an equivalent of the corresponding voltage support scheme utilized in the
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grid. The quality performance of the proposed method is compared against traditional way
of modelling PV systems as the negative load in the grid. It isshown that in a utility test
case with maximum active and reactive demand of 515 kW and 170kVar, the average ac-
tive and reactive power errors of the proposed ZIP/PV equivalent in the presence of the
GGC characteristic are in the range of 2.44 kW (0.5%) and 3.84kVar (2.2%), respectively;
while in the traditional model are in the range of 8.61 kW (1.7%) and 6.55 kVar (3.8%),
respectively. It is also shown that in the presence of the DBVcharacteristics the average
active and reactive power errors of the proposed ZIP/PV equivalent are in the range of
2.6 kW (0.5%) and 8.3 kvar (4.9%), respectively; while in the traditional model are in the
range of 9 kW (1.75%) and 21.2 kVar (12.5%). The proposed equivalent model not only
reduces active and reactive errors compared to the traditional way but also represents a sim-
ilar trajectory behavior inPeq(V) andQeq(V) at the feeding point as the true distribution
grid does. Furthermore, it is shown that the traditional wayleads to a larger error espe-
cially when the total production of PV systems goes beyond the total load consumption
level. Besides, the trajectory behavior of the traditionalway tangibly differs from the true
grid even when the total load consumption level is higher than the PV production level. It
is also demonstrated that in the case of PV systems equipped with DBV characteristics, the
reactive power-voltage characteristic of the traditionalmodel cannot capture the piecewise
functioning behavior of DBV characteristics embedded in PVsystems.

7.2 Future work

Challenges and studies associated with large numbers of PV systems integration are quite
new in power systems, and comparatively little research hasbeen done in this area. Con-
sequently, the list of future work can be long. The presentedfuture ideas here are in
conjunction with the work carried out in this thesis.

In general, other simulation platforms and test systems canbe used for the proposed
coordinated Q(P) and Q(V) characteristics. These methods can be integrated into the de-
veloped PV model in PowerFactory to evaluate their effectiveness.

Optimization

Though the optimization formulations for the both Q(P) and Q(V) methods in this thesis
are fundamentally non-linear, linearized load flow equations in the form of the voltage sen-
sitivity matrix are employed in these formulations to streamline calculations and challenges
associated with non-linearities. Nevertheless, optimal power flow (OPF) formulation can
be used as an alternative solution at the expense of additional non-linearities. Hence, there
is a possible research room to formulate OPF to optimally coordinate Q(P) and Q(V) char-
acteristics and compare the upshot with the proposed APD andDBV methods in this thesis.

Weighting factors

In the proposed multi-objective method, equal weighting factors were considered for the
three different target objectives in the objective function. However, one may use multi-
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criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to find a different order of priorities or importance ac-
cording to concerns of DSOs.

Target bus and design operating point

Normally speaking, overvoltage occurs during high PV production and low demand. Along
with, in this thesis, the minimum demand (almost no demand) is roughly correlated to the
maximum PV production to define the critical operating pointfor design. However, if daily
demand profiles and daily irradiation profiles (or PV production profiles) within the grid
are available, one can correlate the minimum demand with themaximum solar electricity
production. This would indicate a more realistic critical operating point and can be used
in the proposed design procedures, though this was not studied in this thesis. Moreover,
the bus with the most violated voltage in the critical operating point is selected as the
target bus; however, it may be needed to consider more than one target bus depending on
specifications of grids to properly address overvoltage at all buses. This needs to be studied
further. Overvoltage in this thesis is calculated based on EN 50160, however DSOs may
need to fulfill different requirements. This can also be considered in the design procedure
of the proposed voltage support schemes.

Comparison of Q(P) and Q(V)

The performance of Q(V) can be compared and evaluated against Q(P). As a future work,
it can also be interesting to deploy the net generation/loadas the input signal in the Q(P)
characteristic instead of only PV feed-in power, i.e. Q(Pnet). Accordingly, one can compare
Q(Pnet) method against Q(V )method.

Under voltage situations

If under voltage is a case in some weak distribution grids during high demand and low
PV production periods, the proposed Q(P) and Q(V) methods can further be extended to
evaluate their performance in addressing under voltage.

Economic aspects

This thesis neither assesses the economical pros and cons ofproposed reactive power regu-
lation strategies against each other and nor compares them against other overvoltage reme-
dies. Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate these methods from an economic point
of view using yearly basis load and solar profiles.

Dynamic aspects

Unlike coordinated Q(P) characteristics, coordinated Q(V) characteristics use voltage as
the input to calculate the required reactive power for each PV systems. Since voltage
is influenced by many factors such as load consumption and PV productions, dynamic
interactions among PV systems operating in tandem is likely. Therefore, it is important
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to do more research to address how possible interactions canbe canceled out in order to
eliminate oscillatory behavior in controllers. In this thesis, a rate limiter was employed in
quasi steady-state analysis to limit the sudden changes in reactive power due to changes in
voltage in order to damp oscillations. The settings of rate limiters may also be considered
in the design procedure of Q(V) parameters. Other delay functions may also be utilized
to damp the possible oscillation. Therefore, it would be interesting to do more studies on
these issues.

Equivalencing

It is important to examine the influence of different reactive power regulation strategies
(e.g. Q(P) and Q(V) characteristics) and/or a combination of different regulation strategies
for different PV systems on the equivalencing to further evaluate the quality of the pro-
posed ZIP/PV equivalent. Besides, voltage control via transformers at the feeding point
may have an impact on the equivalent, and so, requires coordination with PV system con-
trol. Furthermore, it is crucial to consider load and PV system dynamics in aggregation to
develop a dynamic equivalent of distribution grids with high penetration of PV systems.
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